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Students support HOPE amendment

warding eligible in-state students
with ﬁnancial assistance for college
education. Since its inception in
Around 40 college students from 1993, HOPE has awarded more than
around the state assembled at the $2.7 billion to over 850,000 students
Capitol Feb. 8 for a rally initiated by attending Georgia’s colleges and
Tech to support
universities.
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Executive Director, GACR
ship, voluntary
of the Georgia
pre-kindergarAssociation of
ten programs and educational College Republicans(GACR).
shortfall reserves. The amendment “Today, HOPE faces increasing
was blocked in session on Feb. 2, as financial pressures....Proceeds
it failed to pass by two votes.
from the lottery have been used for
HOPE, or Helping Outstanding various pork projects construed as
Pupils Educationally, is Georgia’s
premier scholarship program, reSee HOPE, page 6
By Jenny Zhang
Copy Editor
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Students stand outside the Capitol at a Tech student initiated Feb.
8 rally to support the proposed “HOPE Chest” amendment.

IFC recharters Sigma Alpha Epsilon chapter
By Nikhil Joshi
Assistant News Editor

The Interfraternity Council (IFC)
voted to give Georgia Phi, the local
chapter of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
(SAE) fraternity, full membership to
the Interfraternity Council (IFC) last
Monday. SAE granted a charter to
Sigma Phi Jan. 21 after the chapter,
which represents Tech’s second oldest
fraternity on campus, was suspended
in 2000 for violating the IFC’s Rush,
Social and Hazing policies.
The chartering process was the
fastest in the fraternity’s history,
according to Buck Cooke, associate
dean of Students.
“Chartering is usually a two to
three year process. For SAE it usually
takes 18 months to 2 years. It took

[Georgia Phi] almost 12 months
exactly. They just did an amazing
job,” he said.
“To get a charter, the group has to
become a colony, and when it meets
requirements, it becomes a chapter.
From the campus perspective, it
has to be recognized as a student
organization and a member of IFC,”
Cooke said
Cooke said that the Oﬃce of
Greek Aﬀairs began working with
the fraternity’s alumni in 2001 on
plans to reorganize the chapter.
“The local alumni started working with us to make plans for the
chapter coming back,” Cooke said.
“We were also in communication
with staﬀ at the fraternity’s headSee IFC, page 5

The new University System of
Georgia (USG) Chancellor, Erroll
B. Davis Jr, made his ﬁrst formal
remarks to the Board of Regents
Feb. 8. Davis assumed duties as
chancellor on Feb. 6. Davis opened
his speech, which was webcast to
universities across the system, by
saying that he is excited to be in
Georgia and to be working with the
Board of Regents.
He used the speech as an opportunity to greet the 35 colleges
and universities across the system
that he is now responsible for as
chancellor. Davis said that the work
of administrators, faculty and staﬀ
is an important contribution to the
state. “We must be driven by our
mission of “creating a more educated
Georgia”—a mission that changes
individual lives and enhances the

By Tim Dennis/ STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Georgia Phi, the local chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, regained its
charter in January. SAE is the second oldest fraternity on campus.

“We must be driven by our
mission of ‘creating a more
educated Georgia’—a mission
that changes individual lives.”
Erroll B. Davis Jr.
USG Chancellor

overall quality of life for our state’s
citizens. This is a signiﬁcant mission.
In today’s modern world, education
is a common denominator to success
—successful intellectual participation in society and successful participation in our nation’s economy,”
Davis said.
Davis said that it is important to
make nationally recognized higher
education available throughout
the state. “This system…powers
Georgia’s economic engine….
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RHA hosts Buzz
on Ice semi-formal
The Residence Hall Association is
hosting the Buzz on Ice semi-formal,
also known as Winterbuzz, tonight
at the Georgia Tech Hotel and
Conference Center. The dance will
start at 9 p.m. and continue until 1
a.m. A Stinger will be available for
pick-up and drop-oﬀ between 8:30
p.m. and 1:30 a.m. Tickets will be
available at the door for $10 and a
t-shirt is available for an additional
ﬁve dollars.

Management
earns high marks
International business school
rankings for 2005 recently published
by The Financial Times indicated
that the College of Management
ranked 80th in the nation. The
college moved up four spots in the
overall category from last year and
14 spots from 2003.
Additionally, the College of
Management earned the 35th spot in
best value and the 38th in job placement success. A total of 150 schools
from the U.S., Europe, Canada,
South America, Mexico, Australia,
China, South Africa and Singapore
competed for the top 100 spots.

Mateas wins
Slamdance award

New USG Chancellor gives opening remarks
By Amanda Dugan
News Editor

·

People and businesses are drawn to
centers of education and intellect,
and [faculty, staﬀ, and administrators] are the nucleus of that intellectual activity,” Davis said. “[The
system] serves more than 250,000
talented students, who understand
the indisputable impact that education—quality education—will have
in their lives.”
As he started to address the
students in his speech, he said that
he hoped they were not missing any

classes to hear him talk. Davis said
that he appreciates the students’
commitment to educational excellence and achievement. “By seeking
to enhance your horizons, you reﬂect
well on our state and its future promise. You are the primary reason that
more than 38,000 employees work so
hard each day to ensure your access
to high-quality academic programs,
top-ﬂight faculty and ﬁrst-rate facilities,” Davis said.
Davis cited the Schlitz Beer commercial, “You only go around once,”
as a reminder to enjoy the experience
of college, but to also take full advantage of the resources provided. “Enjoy
yourselves. Savor the experience, but
try to do it quickly! I urge you to take
every advantage of the outstanding
resources you have at your disposal
on our campuses. By optimizing
your educational experiences, you
See Davis, page 4

Judges at the Slamdance Film
Festival in Park City, Utah awarded
Michael Mateas, an assistant professor in the School of Literature,
Communication and Culture, the
Grand Jury Sparky Award for his artiﬁcial intelligence-based computer
game Façade. Mateas co-developed
the game with Andrew Stern and
worked on the game for ﬁve years
before releasing it.
The game can be downloaded for
free at www.interactivestory.net.
Its story line features an altercation
between a man and a woman. The
player’s choices result in the game’s
outcome. In addition to teaching,
Mateas serves as director of the Experimental Game Lab at Tech.
The Slamdance Film Festival
started in 1995. Artists of many types
are presented with accolades for their
achievements at the festival.

CNRS appoints
Physics professor
France’s Centre National de la
Recherche Scientiﬁque (CNRS)
appointed Catherine Brechignac,
adjunct professor in the School of
Physics, to president. Brechignac
has served as the director general
for CNRS from 1997 to 2000 and
as the distinguished visiting scholar
chair for Tech.
The CNRS is Europe’s largest
scientiﬁc organization with a budget
of nearly $3 billion dollars and over
26,000 members.
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From the ﬁles of the GTPD...

Technique Online Voice your opinion!

Campus Crime

Last issue’s question received 120 responses.

What do you think about Big Boi performing
at Sting Break?
I wanted a different
genre of music - 44%

Who is Big Boi? - 28%
Donʼt I know you?

I can’t
wait - 22%

I wish that Ludacris
could come back - 6%

By Hillary Lipko / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

This week’s question:

What do you think about the CRC landscaping project?

Tell us at www.nique.net

On Jan. 27, a student received
two harassing phone calls back to
back. Both phone calls used profane
language and were mean spirited.
The caller is believed to be the
student’s roommate’s boyfriend.
Want to ﬁght?

An oﬃcer responded to a disorderly person at the Tau Kappa
Epsilon house on the morning of
Jan. 29. When the oﬃcer arrived at
the house, two people were trying
to get the oﬀender to leave.
When the oﬃcer made contact
with the oﬀender he began shouting

racially derogatory terms towards the
oﬃcer and went so far as to challenge
him to a ﬁght.
When backup arrived, the offender tried to run away, but fell
down after about 50 feet. The man
was handcuﬀed and put into the
patrol car. Due to his high level of
intoxication, the oﬀender passed
out and threw up in the back of the
patrol car. He was transported to
Grady Hospital and turned over to
the City of Atlanta Corrections.
Copper wire crime

Sometime between Jan. 23
and Jan. 30, 9 spools of copper wire
were stolen from a locked trailer. The
lock on the trailer was cut.
The total value of the wire is
about $1,000.

And the point was...

At 9:45 a.m. Jan. 31, a student
was caught trying to remove a
parking boot from his vehicle. The
parking supervisor stated that if he
could pay his ﬁnes then the matter
would be settled. The student paid
his ﬁnes and the boot was removed
from his vehicle.
Consider yourself warned

A person was arrested for soliciting money at the intersection of Williams St. and North Avenue on Jan.
28. The oﬀender was transported to
Grady Detention Center as he had
been warned before.
This weekʼs campus crime information written by Kenneth Baskett

sliver

www.nique.net/sliver

Jenna C is a hottie!!!
Scott has 30 cows!!
My future roommate is a
nudist!! ahahha. Get some
clothes on Tessa!
Prof. - Please pull up your
pants - I REALLY DONT
want to see your crack when
your lecturing
Buzz Card My Account
rocks!
Thanks for giving us the ability to check our account like a
real debit card.
Mein Tumhare Ma Ko Liya
Uski Suhaag Rat Pei
Benchodh, madarchodh,
ghand, lund, chutiya, bhosdi,
randhi -- great words of the
english language
Me lallmo “Piglet”
IM Vaish18 for a good time
vaish is tight as hell!!!
Take that college republicans... HA!!!
And behold, a great cedar
from Lebanon came forth,
(known for its good, strong
wood, and nice smell)
proclaiming, “My tee-tee is
hard!”
the kid from the 99 pink ping
pong balls imovie was sooo
hott
AJ, thanks again for having your sister come up, she
makes all my troubles go
away
scottie hotties: 1 tech chicks:
0
My FiRsT sLiVeR :)
those who fear the plus/minus grade changes fear the
realization of their own
mediocrity
boo yah
...and that might explain the
two asian guys staring at 3
naked dudes in the elevator
VIVE SCAVANGER
HUNT!!
2 weeks ago your brothers
played tic-tac-toe of your face
1 week ago you peed in your
and your roommates beds
This week you had your keys
stolen
Damn, but I love Fight Club!
jarz...get a life!
WILL HOGE IS PLAYING
AT THE ROXY ON THE
18TH!!!!!
See page 12 for more Slivers!
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Graduate Student Senate

Clippings

ach week, elected members of the houses of the Student Government
Association (SGA) meet to consider allocation bills and talk about campus
issues. Here are summaries of those meetings.
Undergraduate House of Representatives

Sting Break passes
by enactment ratio
By Arcadiy Kantor
Senior Staﬀ Writer

The Undergraduate House
of Representatives (UHR) raced
through seven bills in a little under
an hour, passing all seven of the bills
it considered in its Valentine’s Day
meeting. The passed bills included
a $40,000 conference committee
version of a Sting Break allocation
that earlier failed overwhelmingly
in the Senate.
The meeting began on a somber
note, as Dean of Students Gail
DiSabatino announced it was the
last UHR meeting she would be
attending. DiSabatino, who has
accepted a position at Clemson
University, said she will be unable
to attend further meetings because
she will be at Clemson on Tuesdays
and Wednesdays.
The representatives then moved
into the heart of the agenda, opting to consider an allocation to the
Women’s Lacrosse Team a week
early because the organization
asked for funds for a tournament
that is taking place this weekend in
Louisville, Ky.
The team’s representatives explained that this would be the ﬁrst
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Bills passed
•

Joint Allocation to Miss Asian
Atlanta Pageant

•

Joint Allocation to Miss Asian
Atlanta Pageant for Ferst Center

•

Allocation to Womenʼs Lacrosse
Team

•

Joint Allocation to Sting Break

•

Charter for Journey Christian
Fellowship

•

Charter for Beautiﬁcation Day

•

Charter for Marine Robotics Group

tournament of its kind the club would
be attending. They also explained
that the bill was submitted to SGA
late because the team did not receive
an invoice on the bus costs until
last week.
The bill requested $2,250 to cover
the cost of renting a charter bus for
the event, but the Joint Finance Committee (JFC) recommended cutting
the bill to less than a ﬁfth of the
group’s request in accordance with
its travel policy. The undergraduates
agreed, amending the bill to $422
before passing it.
See UHR, page 6

Join the
Technique.
You will eat pizza.
You will interview people.
You will watch movies.
You will listen to cd’s.
You will attend sporting events.
You will write stories.
You will photograph stuff.
You will join.

GSS fails revised Sting Break bill
By Heather Hubble
Contributing Writer

At Tuesday’s Graduate Student
Senate (GSS) meeting, the senators
considered a total of six bills. A bill
proposing to fund the Sting Break
concert failed, two bills to fund
the Miss Asian Atlanta Pageant
passed and three bills chartering
new student organizations passed
by unanimous acclimation.
The ﬁrst bill the Senators considered was a Joint Conference
Committee (JCC) bill proposing
to grant $40,000 to the Student
Center Programs Council concert
committee to supplement funding
for the Sting Break concert.
The JCC proposed the additional
funding, $20,000 more than the
GSS approved at its Feb. 7 meeting
on the condition that the council
raise ticket prices for the Sting Break
concert and funnel any proﬁt from
the concert back into the Student
Activities budget.
The senators discussed the bill
at length, but because the bill came
from the JCC, the senators were
forced to either accept or reject the
bill as written, rather than consider
any amendments.
During discussion of the bill,
Senator Pelham Norville, an Electrical and Computer Engineering
graduate student, expressed concern
that the concert committee would
not be maximizing proﬁt by ﬁxing
the ticket prices at the currently
planned rate of seven to nine dollars, which he said is easily less than
20 percent of the market value for
tickets to similar concerts.
The concert committee representative countered with concern
that students might be unwilling to
pay to see the artists perform, citing
the fact that Big Boi and Cake had
both performed at free concerts in
the area and that the annual Sting

By Marcel Williams / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Senators listen as an organizational representative presents. GSS
passed ﬁve of six bills considered at Tuesday night’s meeting.

Break concert has been free to students in the past.
Senator Karen Feigh, an Industrial and Systems Engineering
graduate student, said she believed
that spending $40,000 to improve
a concert similar to one which
“sold out” of free tickets last year is
unwarranted.
Senator Ryan Bechtel, a Mechanical Engineering graduate student,
said he did not approve of the way
the concert was planned, citing the
failure of the concert committee to
survey the campus about its music
preferences before signing a ﬁrst artist
of a speciﬁc genre for the concert.
Given the music preferences of
the student body, Senator Ed Greco,
a Physics graduate student, said that
he believed that spending $40,000
would be unnecessary, given that a

Bills passed
•

Joint Allocation to Miss Asian
Atlanta Pageant

•

Joint Allocation to Miss Asian
Atlanta Pageant for Ferst Center

•

Charter for Journey Christian
Fellowship

•

Charter for Beautiﬁcation Day

•

Charter for Marine Robotics Group

•

Joint Allocation to Sting Break

Bills failed

classic rock band could be signed
easily for half of that amount.
When discussion ended and the
bill to fund the concert came to a vote,
See GSS, page 5

brand new

student housing

HOT SALE!

FURNISHED LOFT INCLUDES WASHER/DRYER
FULL SIZE BED 27” TELEVISION FREE BASIC CABLE
FREE SHUTTLE TO GA TECH, GSU AND AUC CENTER
SUPER-SIZED POOL 24 HOUR COMPUTER LAB
STUDY ROOMS ACCESS TO PRINTING AND FAXING
24 HOUR FITNESS CENTER ALL THIS AND MORE!

GET TO THE POINTE!

Individually lease your own fully furnished private
bedroom and private bath!

Bring in this ad and receive
a waived security deposit,
a $200 value!

VISIT OUR

DECORATED

MODEL

OPEN DAILY!

HOT
SAL
E
N
D
MAR S E
CH 1
ST!
404.897.1003

LOCATED AT 800 WEST MARIETTA STREET

www.metropointelofts.com
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Ask

Clough
Dr.

I

nstitute President Wayne
Clough answers your questions
from the State of the Insitute
address.
Students: How has the admission
s process changed to attract students who can adapt?

N

By Ariel Bravy / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

ot quite a winter wonderland. Students awoke to ﬁnd frost on their cars Monday morning as
Georgia’s ﬁrst snow of the year fell. Although there was not enough snow to play in, Facilities did
pour salt on sidewalks and stairs around campus to protect students from the ice by the storm.

Davis

from page 3

give us all hope and assurance that
our future will be in excellent hands,
in yours, our next generation of
leaders,” Davis said.
Davis particularly thanked interim chancellor Corlis Cummings
for help during the transition period.
“I especially appreciate [Cummings]
dumbing down the communications to me during this transition
period…I am in a learning mode at
the moment. I am learning already
that no decision here is quite as simple
as it seems,” Davis said.
Davis said that his immediate
plans are to visit the system’s 35
campuses and to meet with the presidents, faculty, staﬀ and students of
each. “Initially, I wanted to complete
these visits in the ﬁrst 90 days, but
understand that I have signiﬁcant
legislative responsibilities as well. I
will use such visits as data-gathering

opportunities to help formulate my
vision and plans for the system,”
he said.
Davis said one priority will be

“I will use visits
[to campuses] as
data-gathering
opportunities to help
formulate my vision
and plans for the
system.”
Erroll B. Davis Jr.
USG Chancellor

creating a record of accountability
to the state’s citizens for the system’s
performance. He said that the
system’s success would be measured

by its impact on students and on
society. He said main goals of his
administration will be improving the
retention and graduation of students
and expanding how the system
contributes to economic development. “I expect that I will make
changes over time in many areas,
but they will not be precipitous.
Change should be rational, its basis
understood and where possible,
be fact and data driven,” Davis
said. Davis earned his Bachelor’s
degree in Electrical Engineering
from Carnegie Mellon University
in 1965 and an M.B.A. in Finance
from the University of Chicago in
1967. He served as a member of the
University of Wisconsin System
Board of Regents from 1987 to
1994, is a former chairman of
the board of trustees of Carnegie
Mellon University and served as a
member of the Board of Trustees of
the University of Chicago.

When I think about the best engineers I know, they are not necessarily the ones who were 4.0 students
in college, but they are individuals
who are comfortable with change
and can assimilate information
and ideas across disciplines while
communicating them well.
What it comes down to is that
there are diﬀerent wellsprings for
creativity and some donʼt directly
correlate to SAT scores. Recognizing
this, about six
years ago we
broadened
o ur a dmissions criteria
be more inclusive of what
it takes to be
successful
in the world
ahead.
Students:
How would
you describe
theInstituteʼs
global strategy?

new circumstances and educate
our students to compete in a
global context within the forces
of creative disruption will we fulﬁll
our potential.
Students: How will you improve
the overall look of campus?
Beyond the buildings and structures, a campus is shaped by the
land and space that gives it form.
For many a year, concern for the
land and open
space of the
Georgia Tech
campus was
a lost con cept, but it
is necessary
to embrace
it if we are to
harmonize
our intent
to be at the
cutting edge
of things in
our work with
our respect
for the environment and the need
to demonstrate our aspirations to
lead in sustainability.
Our objective is to shape our
outdoor spaces so that their calm
beauty provides a counter-balance to the creative intensities
in our labs and classrooms. It is
our hope that these spaces will
create informal meeting areas
where creative minds can meet
and exchange views.

“Georgia Tech itself
is not immune
from the forces
that challenge our
nation, and we
are increasingly
competing on a
global scale.”

Georgia Tech itself is not immune
from the forces that challenge our
nation, and we are increasingly
competing on a global stage. With
technology progressively driving
the world, our role becomes ever
more important, but this does
not automatically guarantee our
leadership.
Only if we are willing to adapt to

Your Friday lectures
have nothing on us!

Student Housing

Spring & Summer ‘06 Available
***Cheaper than GT housing ***

Utilities Included
Best Location on Campus
Full Kitchen
Rooftop Patio

Single and Double
Rooms Available
Basketball Court
High Speed Internet

720 Fowler St.

Bobby Dodd
Stadium

Peters Parking Deck

E-mail swenson_chris@hotmail.com
for details.
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GSS

from page 3

the bill failed with 15 opposed and 3
in favor. However, the bill passed by
a large enough margin in the House
of Representatives to be enacted
despite the GSS decision.
The next two bills that came up for
discussion were funding requests for
the Miss Asian Atlanta Pageant.
The ﬁrst bill the GSS discussed
was the JCC version of the Miss Asian
Atlanta Pageant bill voted on in last
week’s meeting, and the second was a
last-minute funding request to cover
Ferst Center usage fees for the Miss
Asian Atlanta Pageant.
During discussion of the Miss
Asian Atlanta bills, representatives
said that GSS should grant the Chinese Student Association’s funding
requests, which total 50 percent of
the cost of the event on the grounds
that 50 percent of the contestants
come from Tech, and 500 of the
available 1,200 tickets available for
the event are guaranteed to go to
Tech students.
The representative for the bills
also pointed out that the organization is in the process of requesting
the remaining 50 percent of the
necessary funding from the student
government associations of all the
colleges represented by contestants
in the pageant.
GSS passed the JCC form of the
bill giving $1,906 to the pageant.
The bill requesting $1,812 to
cover Ferst Center usage fees passed
with an amendment reducing funding by $150 because, according
to the senators, the organization
could borrow a projector from the
Residence Hall Association rather
than renting one for $150.
The other three bills considered
proposed to charter the Journey
Christian Fellowship, the Beautiﬁcation Day at Georgia Tech and the
Marine Robotics Group. The GSS
slated the bills together and passed
them by unanimous acclamation.

Breaking

Bubble
the

A

lot of things went on outside
the bubble of Tech in the past
week. Here are a few important
events taking place throughout
the nation and the world.

Cheney accidentally
shoots companion
Vice President Dick Cheney accidentally shot Harry Whittington,
one of his hunting companions,
Saturday while quail hunting in at
the Armstrong Ranch in southern
Texas.
Whittington, a 78-year-old lawyer from Austin, was reportedly in
the hospital but in stable condition
Wednesday evening, according to
CNN. He was hit in the cheek, neck
and chest by shotgun pellets which
caught mostly his right side.
Katharine Armstrong, owner of
the Armstrong Ranch, described
the details of the accidental shooting. Cheney, who had been hunting
with a group of friends, shot Whittington while he was following a
covey of quail.
“[Whittington] came up from
behind the vice president and the
other hunter and didnʼt signal them
or indicate to them or announce
himself,” she told the Associated
Press. “The vice president didnʼt see
him. The covey ﬂushed and the vice
president picked out a bird and was
following it and shot. And by god,
Harry was in the line of ﬁre and got
peppered pretty good.”
“This is something that happens
from time to time. You know, Iʼve
been peppered pretty well myself,”
Armstrong said.

Citadel announces
end of security storm
Citadel Security Software an-

nounced Friday that its Cyber Storm
Exercise, a simulation coordinated
by the Department of Homeland
Security which assessed the preparedness of the federal government to deal with large-scale cyber
attacks, was complete, reported
the Houston Chronicle.
The Cyber Storm Exercise was
the governmentʼs ﬁrst national
exercise of its kind and modeled
attacks and responsiveness in
the private sector as well as in
international, federal and state
governments. They included the
disruption of energy and transportation infrastructure as well
as the disruption of government
operations. Over 115 government
agencies, companies and private
organizations participated in the
exercise.
The Department of Homeland
Security said that a full report would
be released by the summer.

U.S. trade deﬁcit hits
all time high
The Commerce Department
said Friday that the 2005 trade
deﬁcit was recorded to be a high of
$725.8 billion. This is the fourth year
that the deﬁcit has reached a record
high. The deﬁcits over the past four
years have largely resulted from
record imports of oil, food, cars and
other consumer goods, according
to the Chicago Tribune.
“Such a huge trade gap undercuts domestic manufacturing
and destroys good U.S. jobs,” said
Richard Trumka, secretary and
treasurer of American Federation
of Labor and Congress of Industrial
Organizations.

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

CH
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Too Tired to Cook?
Try our student special:
1 large 1 topping pizza for
ONLY $8.99!
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January. Kyle Brumby, a fourth-year
Industrial Engineering major, was
elected president.
quarters based in Illinois.”
“The chapter issued a new charter
SAE’s alumni presented a plan from SAE. They were also presented
to the Oﬃce of Greek Aﬀairs in with the original charter [used beMay 2004 regarding the chapter’s fore the suspension],” Cooke said.
chartering.
“The men in the chapter now are
“[The alumni] presented us with listed as the Founding Fathers in
a re-chartering plan [describing] the charter.”
the steps they wanted to take,”
“I’m very excited. This is someCooke said.
thing I’ve been looking forward to
Local alumni recruited new and that I’m very proud of. We’ve
members for the colony in January already had a strong start and we will
2005.
continue to grow,” Brumby said.
“Men had to apply, the alumni
Brumby said that the chapter had
interviewed applicants and picked put together a very comprehensive
the ﬁrst class. They went to the
plan that deals
student orgawith hazing.
nizations and
According
my oﬃce [for
t
o
B r u m b y,
“We feel it is
a ssista nce],”
Sigma Phi plans
constructive to better on being more
Cooke sa id.
“They had great
sensitive to the
our new members
a lumni suphazing policies
with...positive
port. [Alumni]
enforced by IFC
recruited some
and SAE.
reinforcement.
really stellar
“[Ha zing ]
Hazing doesn’t work.” is something
men.”
During Janthat’s part of
Kyle Brumby
uary 2005, the
the national bygroup began the
laws. It’s against
President, SAE
process of gainfederal law and
ing recognition
against frateras a campus organization.
nity laws,” Brumby said.
“The men started the process
“SAE sponsors seminars about
of becoming a recognized student hazing and how to prevent [hazorganization at Tech. Once they ing],” he said.
received pending charter status
He also said that all of the
[from Tech], the colony petitioned chapter’s members feel that hazing
IFC for provisional membership,” is inappropriate.
Cooke said. The colony was granted
“One of the reasons I don’t feel
provisional membership until receiv- it’s a problem right now is because
ing a charter from SAE.
most of our members didn’t join
The students selected to be part of [other] fraternities for reasons surGeorgia Phi’s ﬁrst class moved into rounding this,” Brumby said. “We
the chapter’s previous residence on feel it is constructive to better our
Fourth Street Aug. 5, 2005, where new members with constructive
they held formal rush events.
and positive reinforcement. Hazing
Since the suspension in 2000, the doesn’t work.”
house had been used by Lambda Chi
“I am conﬁdent about what the
Alpha and Alpha Xi Delta.
men of Georgia Phi will bring to
A group of 33 members was oﬃ- our campus. I could not be more
cially initiated into Georgia Phi after excited about [SAE] coming back,”
the chapter regained its charter in late Cooke said.
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HOPE

from page 1

educational funding.”
The use of lottery funds for government spending solely intended to
beneﬁt a politician’s constituency in
return for political support has been
a problem for HOPE, according to
Dempsey. Over the years, roughly
$1.8 billion has been taken from the
scholarship fund for expenditures
like satellite dishes, computers,
school construction and hometown
projects, a website, gacollege411.org,
for college-bound students and a new
Georgia Public Television building.
“It’s not that we’re opposed to other
education-related spending, but
this is a misuse of what Georgians
originally voted for [when HOPE
was created],” Dempsey said.

UHR

from page 3

The representatives then moved
on to discuss a conference committee
version of a bill for the Miss Asian Atlanta Pageant, which narrowly failed
to pass in the House last week.
The bill prompted procedural
questions, as Representative Danny
Puckett asked why the bill had gone
to conference committee after it
failed in the House last week; DiSabatino seconded his concerns.
Saira Amir, undergraduate
executive vice president, explained
that the bill only required passage
in either the House or the Senate in
order to stay alive. Since the senators passed the bill, it went on to be
reviewed and revised in conference

NEWS

Currently, the Georgia Constitution has provisions that allow HOPE
lottery money to be spent on capital
outlay projects for educational facilities and technological training for
teachers in the state’s public institutions. The new amendment moves
to strike these provisions, thus preventing senators from using HOPE
money for other purposes.
A diﬀerent option for protecting
HOPE was proposed by Democratic
Lieutenant Governor Mark Taylor.
He supports a plan that would require
a two-thirds vote in both the House
and Senate, followed by a public
referendum vote, before program
spending could be cut.
“[Taylor’s option] leaves legislators too much control to take money
out of the lottery for other things.
Less money means fewer people

will receive HOPE,” Dempsey said.
“Right now there are excess funds,
but we don’t want the extra money
to be spent on other things. We
need to protect HOPE for future

generations to make up for possible
shortfalls later.”
Members of Tech’s chapter of

College Republicans helped organize the rally, contacting leaders at
other campuses to gather support.
Students from numerous Georgia
schools, including UGA, Kennesaw,
Georgia State, Georgia Southern
and Brenau, were in attendance.
About ﬁve Tech students participated, although Dempsey said more
than a hundred have been active in
ongoing letter-writing and phone
campaigns to representatives about
the amendment.
“I was appalled....I hope that our
senators will be responsive to our
concerns,” said Ashley Johnson, a
third-year Management major.
At the rally, students were able
to speak directly to some senators
and make their opinions known.
Dempsey said the event was very
eﬀective because of the positive press

they received and the support that
they showed. The rally was covered
by WSB radio, 11 Alive and the
Athens Banner-Herald.
“We might organize another rally
when the revote occurs,” Dempsey
said. “If students care about this
issue, they should contact their
senators and voice their opinions.
The legislature will respond to voter
concerns, and hopefully HOPE will
be protected.”
At present, the HOPE amendment has been “engrossed,” meaning
no other amendments can be made to
the legislation. It will be reconsidered
by the Senate later in the legislative
session. If the amendment passes,
it will go on the ballot for Georgia
voters in November; a majority vote
then will secure the constitutional
change to bind HOPE funds.

committee and then came back up
for consideration.
Despite the procedural concerns
the representatives voted to pass the
bill in its revised version.
The senators then proceeded to
discuss another Miss Asian Atlanta
bill after narrowly voting to consider
it a week early. The bill requested
$1,812 for Ferst Center staﬀ and
equipment rental charges.
According to the bill’s author,
Representative Edward Tamsberg,
the bill was necessary to bring up
Tech’s contribution to the event to
a level that was proportional to the
participation of its students in the
pageant.
The representative from the
Chinese Student Association (CSA),
which is sponsoring the event, reas-

sured representatives who opposed
the bill last week because they felt
the organization had not pursued
funding from other schools, saying
CSA would return the money if bills
asking for funding at other schools
did not pass.
The reassurance seemed to be
eﬀective, swaying some representatives to supporting the bill. “As
someone who voted against [a bill
for this event] last week, I do not see
a reason to vote against it this week,”
said Representative Will Welch.
The representatives proceeded to
pass the bill.
The next bill the representatives
addressed, a joint allocation of
$40,000 to the Student Center Programs Council Concert Committee
for Sting Break, was also the product

of a conference committee. The bill
asked for additional funds to sign a
second act for the concert.
According to Representative Paul
Byrne, who sat on the committee,
they had decided to put the $40,000
bill forward because the organizers
would ﬁnd it diﬃcult to negotiate
if they only had a deﬁnite $20,000
to spend. The concert committee
expects they will be able to make up
some of the funds invested into bringing second act with ticket sales.
The bill drew heavy debate. One
representative said he felt the large
request was the result of “cold feet”
by the organizers, who lacked conﬁdence in the ﬁrst act they signed,
Big Boi.
Vanessa Larco, a Computer
Science representative, disagreed,

asking UHR to consider what students would think if SGA refused
to fund the concert. Several other
representatives spoke out in support of the event, saying it was one
of the most visible things SGA did
throughout the year.
The bill’s supporters prevailed, voting to allocate the full $40,000.
Though the bill did not pass
GSS, it was still successful due to a
rule known as the enactment ratio,
a mathematical calculation that
ensures undergraduates and graduates are represented proportionally
in SGA.
The representatives also passed
three bills by unanimous acclamation, chartering the Journey Christian Fellowship, Beautiﬁcation Day
and the Marine Robotics Group.

“The legistature
will respond to
voter concerns, and
hopefully HOPE will
be protected.”
Chris Dempsey

Executive Director, GACR

NEWS
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CRC landscaping project begins ﬁrst phase at entrance
By Ranganath Venkataraman
Staﬀ Writer

The ﬁrst phase of a long-term
landscaping project began last week
at the Campus Recreation Center
(CRC). The project, which is currently only developing the area in
front of the CRC, has temporarily
closed the shortcut from Roe Stamps
Field to the CRC.
According to Mike Edwards,CRC
Director, this is the beginning of the
ﬁrst of four phases in a long-term
project design that is intended to
make the most of extra space in and
around the CRC while beautifying
the surroundings.
Phase one concentrates on the
development of the area in front of
the CRC.
“They’re scraping the poor soil
that was laid out there, which was
not conducive to growing plants,”
Edwards said. “They’re putting in
good soil and then laying some sod
and put some plantings in.”
Edwards said that this was merely
the part of the phase one that could
be completed with the available
funding. “A design was ﬁnally put
into place and some funding became
available through the Facilities Ofﬁce,” he said.
The total cost of this phase, according to Jerry Young, the landscape
project manager, was $134,000.
The second phase of the plan
focuses on the eﬃcient utility of
space around the leisure pool in
the CRC.
According to Edwards the goal
here was to use the space for student
functions that take place near the
leisure pool.
“We do functions for all sorts

By Ethan Trewhitt/ STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

The ﬁrst phase of a long-term landscaping project started last week at the Campus Recreation Center
(CRC). The landscaping has temporarily closed the shortcut students use to access Roe Stamps Field.

of student organizations because
of the slide and sunning patio,”
Edwards said.
“There’s more area between the
leisure pool and Tech parkway that
can be captured and utilized for all
student functions that go on near that
leisure pool,” Edwards said.
The third phase is in charge of
seating provisions for spectators of
sporting events in the Roe Stamps
ﬁeld by the CRC. Seating would
not resemble bleachers, but would
blend into the landscape according
to Edwards.
“We have an extensive intramural
and sports club program. People
come to watch, so we want to provide
areas for that to happen,” he said.
The fourth phase will include

updating the landscape on the back
of the building that is visible to the
road.
Some students, while supportive
of the idea, felt that the landscaping
would not aﬀect their decision to
visit the CRC.
“I think it’s a good idea, but
frankly, I was going to go and work
out there, no matter what it looked
like,” said Matt Scrudato, a ﬁrst-year
Biomedical Engineering major.
“If it makes the Tech campus look
beautiful and enjoyable for the entire
Tech community, yeah, why not?”
said Matthew Buckner, a second-year
Chemical Engineering major.
“I’m always looking for ways to
make the Tech campus look better,” said Haldan Gates, a ﬁrst-year

Aerospace Engineering major.
“The CRC looks good as it is
anyway, but having a place to sit
would be nice,” Gates added.
Brian O’Connor, a second-year
Mechanical Engineering major said
he support the plan for seating provisions in the Roe Stamps ﬁeld.
“They do need some bleachers
and stuﬀ,” O’Connor said. “Over
the weekend there was a lacrosse
competition and people were just
standing there or bringing sofas out
there to sit on.”
This landscape design, while
considered in previous years, has
only recently been implemented due
to constrictions in funding.
“The original CRC construction project, in order to meet the

budget, had very little landscaping
in the end product,” Edwards said.
“When funding became available,
the project was started.”
Edwards said that the overall
design is beautiful, but that the other
phases would only be completed as
funding became available and that it
would be impossible to project a date
for the end of the entire project.
“Landscape projects are expensive…especially if you’d like to
do a nice landscape like they are
attempting to do all over campus,”
Edwards said.
Edwards said that there would
be inconvenience during the project, but that landscaping around a
building made it more inviting and
that there would be more green space
for students to socialize.
“There are inconveniences with
the fences up. Things will be diﬃcult
and students will have to walk around
to the entrance instead of using the
shortcut,” Edwards said.
Many students, however, appear
to be unconcerned about any inconveniences caused by construction
and dismiss them for the beneﬁt of
the end result.
“The long way just takes thirtyseconds to walk around,” O’Connor
said.
George Yim, a fourth-year Management major, said that he felt the
same way and that students who are
going to the CRC would not mind
walking.
“If we’re just walking a bit we
won’t be aﬀected. After all, this is
the CRC,” Yim said.
“Just don’t be lazy and walk
around,” Buckner said. “It’s a minor
inconvenience, but if it’s for the common good, it’s worth it.”
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Quote of the week:
“He is a runaway, who ﬂies from the concerns of society; he is blind,
who shuts the eyes of his understanding; he is poor, who has need of
another, and ﬁnds not in himself all things helpful for life.”
—Marcus Aurelius

OUR VIEWS CONSENSUS OPINION

Political maneuvers
The HOPE Scholarship is once again being used as political
pawn in the Georgia state legislature. Governor Sonny Perdue (Rep.) and Lt. Governor Mark Taylor (Dem.) have both
proposed amendments to the highly popular scholarship program. Perdue’s “HOPE Chest amendment” aims to limit the
spending of lottery funds exclusively to HOPE and the state’s
pre-kindergarten programs, while Taylor’s proposal calls for
voter approval before any cuts are made to the program.
Though these bills are likely to contain political motivations, the politicians’ proposals are rooted in issues that are
very pertinent to the scholarship.
According to the AJC, lawmakers have spent $1.8 billion
since the inception of the lottery on non-HOPE and non-prekindergarten, compared to $2.7 billion spent on the scholarship, itself.
During this same time span, a supposed funding crisis has
caused the state legislators to cap the amount the scholarship
pays for mandatory school fees, enforce a credit limit and instate
an extra GPA checkpoint that has made it even more diﬃcult for
students to keep HOPE. Last year, lawmakers even threatened
to cut the book stipend.
While it’s great that the $1.8 billion siphoned out of the
lottery revenues went to pay for school technology programs,
it seems illogical that such a large percentage of the overall
money pool was pork-barreled away from HOPE when many
of those same lawmakers were making noise about a looming
funding crisis. Also, many of these so-called school technology
programs could have found funding in local budgets.
But a bill to cut oﬀ funding isn’t necessary the answer to
this problem. If an excess in funds exists from the lottery revenues, there is no reason why funds should not be allowed to go
elsewhere to beneﬁt educational programs. Lawmakers should
work to ensure that HOPE and pre-kindergarten programs be
given priority access to lottery funding—all available resources
should be put into the program in order to avoid irksome caps
and cuts to the scholarship.
Georgia’s HOPE scholarship is a model program for many
states throughout the country. Our lawmakers have the responsibility to set a good example in how they choose to aﬀect
policy relating to the program, instead of using it as a political
card when election year comes around.
The HOPE scholarship has done much for retention of wellqualiﬁed in-state students. It is crucial that the program be kept
attractive for future classes of college students.
Consensus editorials reﬂect the majority opinion of the Editorial Board of the Technique, but not necessarily the opinions
of individual editors.
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By Ting Cheng / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Torino games exude Olympic spirit
I love the Winter Olympics. I
prefer them to the summer games,
despite having attended several
events during the 1996 Olympics
and not a single winter event.
There’s just something so much
more graceful in the sports, something more magical in the snow.
The ski jumpers ﬂoating through
the air, speed skaters gliding along,
the artistic movement of the ﬁgure
skaters, the fascinating mystery that
is the luge—I love every bit of it.
Last week’s opening ceremonies
gave me a lot to think about. To begin
with, American television made a
good decision regarding the 2006
Winter Olympics in Torino. The fact
that they’re calling them the Torino
games, for one. On most maps in the
English-speaking world, Torino is
labeled as “Turin.” The Canadian
Broadcasting Company has decided
to retain the use of Turin, while the
BBC will just refer to the Torino
games as “the Winter Olympics,”
according to nationalgeographic.
com.
NBC, who has the American
broadcasting rights to the games,
thought that Torino sounded more
exotic than Turin. And while the
motives for using Torino’s Italian
name may not have been the best, I
do approve of the outcome. Perhaps
the next Rome Olympics will use
“Roma,” and the countries in the
parade of nations during the opening
ceremonies will all be announced in
their own languages, rather than
English, French and the language
of the host country. I’ll keep my
ﬁngers crossed.
I love the parade of nations. The
athletes all walking through the
stadium with their compatriots and
athletes from around the world is a
moving sight. They seem so happy to
be there to represent their countries
by doing what they love. Best of all,
they are ordered by no means more
discriminatory than the alphabet.
The last host country leads; the

“Bringing the world together
in the sense of cooperation
and unity also seems
improbable to me, and yet it
seems to happen on its own.”
Kristin Noell

Copy Editor

current host country ends. All those
in between follow the alphabet, the
most populous and powerful nations
mixed in with the smallest, for once
forsaking the lead.
I was thinking about the wonder
of this display of worldwide unity
when the parade reached the Is
and the mirage quickly vanished
for me.
Iran marches in; the Israeli
team was a few countries behind
them. Iranian president Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad’s stance against Zionism is well known, yet here are
representatives of his country at the
Olympic Games with the Israelis. I
realize that the views of a country’s
president are not always those of
its citizens (Bush and myself are a
testament to that); still it makes one
pause. Especially when they are in
the former Stadio Comunale, which
was commissioned in the early 1930s
by Benito Mussolini.
Still, the feel-good aura of the
opening ceremony quickly returned,
as North and South Korea marched
in together for the ﬁrst time at a
Winter Olympics. Then Peter Gabriel sang “Imagine.” All the athletes
were standing together in a pit in
the middle of the stadium. They
swayed to the music with their arms
around their fellow athletes; I saw
some members of the American team
singing along. It was wonderful. As
one of the commentators said, they
were all “standing without borders”
for the night.

It amazes me how athletic events,
and the Olympics in particular, can
bring the world together. The physical gathering of the nations of the
world is something I cannot begin
to fathom. It seems like a logistic
impossibility to me; the International Olympic Committee does an
amazing job of organizing such an
enormous event. Bringing the world
together in the sense of cooperation
and unity also seems improbable to
me, and yet it seems to happen on its
own. How do sports do that?
The Olympics bring the world
together in a competition that is
not about land or money or religion
or power. When one country goes
home with a gold medal, the silver
medalist’s country isn’t going to hold
a grudge against the winner’s country; their loss may be disappointing,
but they won’t go to war about it. And
if the winner is a fellow countryman,
they celebrate their nation’s victory
together. The Olympics are about
national pride and displaying that
pride to the world.
There are 84 countries represented in the 2006 Games, including
some I have never heard of. There are
the usual suspects, such as the U.S.,
Canada and the Scandinavian countries, but there are also competitors
from San Marino and Uzbekistan.
There is a skier representing Ethiopia
and a luge competitor from the Virgin
Islands. They range in age from 14See Olympics, page 10
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Students lack personal responsibility

While it’s true that I enjoy
most aspects of this community, there is one practice that
I simply abhor: the tradition of
stealing Ts.
Now, before angry alumni
start sending me hate mail, give
me a moment to defend my position. T-theft, by deﬁnition, is
vandalism, and it’s defacement
of university property.
Tech went to great expense
and eﬀort to decorate our campus with these beautiful building markers to aid navigation
and improve our professional
image.
But packs of students have
gone around scraping the Ts oﬀ,
so many of these brand-new signs
now look ugly and unkempt.
As a result, it detracts from
the overall cleanliness and respectability that is supposed to
create a positive impression on
our visitors.
And consider the costs to the
Institute. Sure, the stick-on letters
are much cheaper to purchase
and much easier to replace than
the older letters that were drilled
into the buildings’ outer walls.
However, they’re also easier to
steal, and with enough Ts missing, the costs add up. Money
is taken from other necessary
campus improvements because
students just won’t demonstrate
a little respect.
Which brings me to the crux

“I utterly fail...to
[understand] students
who act stupid and
purposefully destructive.”
Joshua Cuneo
Online Editor

of my editorial: I will never understand students who intentionally
do stupid things.
I consider myself to be
someone who tries relentlessly
to understand another person’s
point of view before I express
my own opinion. I try to put
myself in the minds of my fellow classmates and students to
understand their motivations,
strengths and attitudes toward
the world.
With most students, I can
achieve this with some degree of
success, but I utterly fail when it
comes to students who act stupid
and purposefully destructive:
they’re completely beyond my
comprehension.
They steal Ts. They break oﬀ
the wooden gates of the parking garages. They smash pots
and shatter doors. They carve
engravings into desks.
They tear down the bulletin
board strips mounted in the
hallways. They toss cigarette
butts onto the ground. They stick

OUR VIEWS HOT OR NOT
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NOT
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Sim-world

The Living Game Worlds
Symposium swept through
campus yesterday, bringing along
many leaders in the ﬁeld of game
design. The keynote speaker of
the symposium was game designer Will Wright, the man who
created The Sims and SimCity,
and the man who started the
genre of living game worlds. His
presence alone made this event a
must-attend for game enthusiasts
and aspiring designers.

Baseball rocks

Baseball season and hopefully
the sunny weather that goes along
with it are here. The Jackets are
ranked no. 3 in the nation with
a 3-0 record. Wednesday ,the
team beat Georgia State 11-9.
The baseball team plays a threegame series at home this weekend
against Kennesaw; admission is
free with a BuzzCard.

Hoops up, down

Men’s basketball almost made
this week’s “Hot” for snapping
their longest losing streak since
the 1980-81 season by winning
against N. C. State last Sunday.
But the Jackets were unable to
hold a big lead on Wednesday.
Despite a 13-point lead at halftime, the Jackets managed to
lose 82-75 by allowing UNC
freshman Hansbrough 40 points
during the game and scoring only
20 second-half points.

Pricey ﬂowers

The out-of-the blue landscaping project in front of the CRC is
costing the school $134,000…all
for some new dirt and a few ﬂower
beds. While it’s nice that this
money is being invested to one of
the nicer, more highly traﬃcked
and visible buildings on campus,
the grass that previously was there
wasn’t that bad.

chewed gum under tables.
Students are even worse when
they’re extremely drunk.
Last year, I walked in on my
roommate and three of his friends
who had drunken themselves into
a frenzy in some sort of perverted
St. Patrick’s Day celebration,
and they were tossing empty
beer bottles out of the half-open
living room window.
Needless to say, one of them
bounced oﬀ the furniture and
collided with the window, which
shattered all over the ﬂoor.
Yes, it was an accident, but
it never would have happened
if they hadn’t been acting recklessly in the ﬁrst place. Even if the
window hadn’t broken, someone
in the courtyard below could
have been seriously injured by a
ﬂying bottle.
And when they’re not smashing furniture, they’re insulting
others.
I have personally witnessed
students in an alcoholic stupor
making caustic remarks that are

overtly sexist, racial or homophobic, and they are not the slightest
bit amusing.
I ﬁnd these conversations
bigoted and demeaning, demonstrating a clear lack of intelligence,
maturity and self-control.
Why, I want to ask them,
would you do this to yourself?
Why would you drink to excess?
Why would you allow your own
inhibitions to be so low that you
ﬁnd yourself destroying property
and disrespecting your classmates? What motivates you to
be so callous and cruel?
I have nothing against alcohol,
but all things in moderation,
man. Where is your sense of
dignity and self-respect?
I’m rarely one to ﬁle a complaint without proposing a
solution, but in this case, I’m at
a loss. This is a strictly personal
issue. I cannot inﬂuence whether
or not students have self-respect
and a sense of gratitude toward
others.
I cannot raise maturity levels.
I cannot sit next to every sign
24 hours a day fending oﬀ every
lunatic with a paint scraper.
What I can do is encourage
people to stop and consider the
consequences of their actions.
I can persuade them not to
take any aspect of their college
experience for granted and to

BUZZ

Around the Campus
How did you spend
your Valentineʼs Day?

Angela Baker
Fourth-year STaC

“I took my mother to lunch.”

See Students, page 10

Kindergartners gone wild
(U-W IR E) UT A rlington—We all remember being
six years old, right?
We played the “cootie game”
and chased each other around
on the playground. Our biggest
worries were getting picked last
for a kickball game and eating
too much paste.
Can you imagine worrying
about sexual harassment at the
age of six? Chalk it up to another
sign of the apocalypse, maybe.
In Brockton, Mass., a sixyear-old boy was suspended from
school for sexual harassment.
He probably can’t even spell
sexual harassment and he was
suspended for it.
What could this kid have
done?
An Associated Press report in
Friday’s issue of the Star-Telegram
stated that he put two ﬁngers
inside a classmate’s waistband.
That’s it. That’s all folks.
The boy’s mother said she can’t
explain the suspension to her son

because, “she can’t even tell her
son what he did wrong because
he’s too young to understand.”
The boy said he touched the
girl because she touched him ﬁrst.
Man, where’s instant replay when
you really need it?
Here’s why this is absurd -- if
you haven’t got a pulse—he’s six
years old and in kindergarten.
The politically correct bulldogs’ invasion into our lives is
appalling. Not even childhood
is safe from excessive incriminations of the politically correct.
This kid will live with the
stigma of sexual predatorship.
School oﬃcials have since
apologized to the boy’s family
saying “they learned a lesson”
and will change things, but his
classmates won’t forget that he
was suspended for touching
a classmate’s waistband. His
mother won’t forget either.
Chances are, he’ll be the proud
owner of an intimacy problem
well into his 30s. Thanks, political correctness—yet another
deviant child is hammered into
submission.
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Chinedu Ezeamuzie
First-year MGT

“I went to dinner with a
friend.”

Christine Dreas
Second-year AE

“I watched the Winter Olympics.”

Jack McPherson
Second-year IE

“I hung out with my girlfriend.”
Photos by Chris Clarke
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OPINIONS

V-Day cure: limit exposure to fuzzy mushiness

express thanks by leaving campus
property intact. I can even suggest
to Facilities drill clear plastic coverings over each marker or to the
GTPD that we need more nighttime
drive-bys.
But so long as students continue
to disregard themselves, others and
their Institute, these actions will only
be so eﬀective.
Now, despite all that I’ve said, I
do believe in the inherent kindness
of the students here.
Most of them are intelligent,
wonderful people who would never
hurt a ﬂy. They represent a huge
cultural and philosophical diversity
that I brag about to my friends and
family all over the country. I really
do enjoy being a member of this
community and wouldn’t trade it
for anything.
Unfortunately, there are a few rotten eggs that give the entire Institute
a bad image.
I hope that the majority of us that
do respect ourselves and our environment will not be disheartened by the
actions of a few vandals, and I hope
that we will be willing to reach out
to our friends if we ever see them
start to go down that road.

This February brings the most
recently invented holiday: Single
Awareness Day (SAD).
SAD will now occur every February 14. The Centers for Emotional
Management (CEM) recently began
this day as a public health measure to
decrease rates of depression, stomach
aches and vengeful thoughts associated with what was formerly called
“Valentine’s Day.”
Not all people are aware of this
new day of awareness. Items worn or
exchanged such as red shirts, ﬂowers
and tiny puppies are deﬁnite suggestions of a person’s unawareness of
SAD. Unfortunately, such displays
also occasionally indicate a rebellious
attitude toward SAD.
Such rebels, oﬃcially called “SAD
Renegades” also exhibit behaviors of
prejudice against those persons who
are single. Such behaviors include
kissing, hand-holding, late-night
dining rituals and other forms of
physical expression not mentionable
in a single person’s company.
The CEM has issued the following advice to persons who wish to
celebrate SAD in peace:
In the case of items such as red
lipstick, cute pets, etc., run as far

away as possible.
If a single person encounters
the anti-SAD behaviors of physical
intimacy on February 14, it is recommended that they spit in the people’s
general direction, then drop to the
ground and roll furiously. This will
allow the fumes of anger and jealousy
to safely be extinguished.
For SAD celebrants, the CEM
also issues the following recommendations as types of self-therapy.
Find a support group of SAD fellows.
Gather in a group, ideally in a bar or
apartment porch, cursing the concept of romance and love in general.
The CEM recommends that single
persons watch as many Woody Allen
movies as possible, especially Annie
Hall. The Graduate featuring Dustin

Hoﬀman is also recommended. Both
ﬁlms have therapeutic eﬀects due to
their emphasis on the dysfunctional
aspects of romantic relationships.
Stay clear of any ﬁlm involving
John Cusak, Meg Ryan or Julia
Roberts.
If someone celebrating SAD does
not follow the tri-fold methods of
avoidance, confrontation and selftherapy, the following severe eﬀects
may occur: fever, nausea, blistering of
the skin around the upper-left chest
area, back pain, headaches, pelvic
cramps and/or anal leakage.
Hallucinations involving a former
lover in a bed full of scorpions being set on ﬁre by the dumpee have
been known to occur in extreme
cases. If hallucinations occur, the

CEM recommends drinking lots
of ﬂuids, eating chicken soup and
taking some aspirin.
If anyone reading this is a
celebrant of the formerly dubbed
“Valentine’s Day,” please be considerate of those around you. Groups
of people participate in various
holidays involving their emotional
and psychological well-being. Please
respect those around you who may
be single.
The CEM has issued the following suggestions for those dating,
married or recently attached to
another in any way. Wear lots of
black clothing to both fool and calm
SAD celebrants. Black lipstick for
both men and women may prove
helpful. Keep physical expressions
of intimacy to an extreme low. Ideally, such displays ought to be kept
in the proper location: the kitchen
or the bedroom.
Finally, the CEM has asked
SAD renegades to limit their use
of Valentine’s Day paraphernalia
including anything soft, fuzzy, furry,
shiny, mushy or otherwise dopey.
The CEM thanks everyone for
their participation in this important
public health concern.

Olympics

who just happen to catch an event
they hadn’t planned to watch cannot
help cheering for their countries’
athletes and feeling a shared pride
if they take a medal.
I was proud when Texan Chad
Hedrick won the 5000-meter speed
skating gold in his ﬁrst-ever Olympic event. And when Frode Estil of

Norway fell at the start of the men’s
cross country 30 km pursuit, yet
miraculously took a silver medal
after starting the race in last place,
far behind the others, I could barely
contain my excitement.
I felt the same about China’s pair
skaters Dan Zhang and Hao Zhang.
When Dan took a hard fall following

a throw, she skated oﬀ the ice in obvious pain; their music stopped. But
after her trainers looked at her, they
ﬁnished their program from where
she had fallen; like Estil, they won
the silver medal for their event.
These are just a few examples of
athletes who embody the spirit of the
Olympics. To come together with

other athletes from around the world,
to overcome all manner of challenges
and perservere...amazing.
I guess the Olympics just make
me proud of the world. I feel that
everyone should try to watch at least
an event or two—spend some time
with your national, or international,
pride!

from page 8

year-old Chinese snowboarder Sun
Zhifeng to 54-year-old American
curler Scott Baird. The diversity is
astounding.
And while not every person
in those 84 countries watches the
Olympics, those who do, even those

“The CEM has issued the
following suggestions...wear lots
of black clothing to both fool
and calm SAD celebrants.”
Alexandra Pajak
Columnist

Winner of the 2001 Pulitzer Prize and Tony Award for Best Play

PROOF

Presented by DramaTech Theatre

8 PM February 10-11, 15-18, 2006
General Admission: $10.00
Students: $5.00 Faculty and Staff: $8.00
Ticket Reservations: (404) 894-2745
or www.dramatech.org

Contains adult material.
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DORKBOT, ANYONE?

Dorkbot, an organization of scientists,
engineers, artists and designers examine
electronic art created by peers. Page 12
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WE ARE SCIENTISTS

New-York based punky New Wave band We Are
Scientists (W.A.S.) talks about their new album,
With Love and Squalor. Page 17

Architecture students reach out to community
By Trevor Stittleburg
Staﬀ Writer

Curious children approached a
large neon green structure standing
in the atrium of the High Museum
of Art last Sunday, pushing and
Students volunteer at a workshop series sponsored by the
College of Architecture at the
High Museum. (Clockwise from
top) Shutida Srikanchana, an
Architecture major, helps a child
build a model museum. Tristan
Al-Hiddad, a lecturer in the College of Architecture, answers
questions. Lindsey Waters, a
third-year Architecture major,
makes bricks with a child. Evan
Watts, an Architecture major,
watches a child building a model
museum.

Photos by Julia Bunch / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

pulling on the object and watch- wood blocks and these wood sticks,
ing it stretch and ﬂing back to its some colored, some not,” said Matt
Lewis, a graduate student in Aroriginal shape.
The structure is called “Space chitecture.
One child created a “sunlit”
Index,” and Tristan Al-Haddad, a
faculty member at the College of arched ceiling using a piece of
Architecture, designed it for the mesh.
“This gives [the kids] a chance to
High’s “Celebrate Architecture!”
be exposed to diﬀerent things. My
Family Day event.
The High came to the College son Justin likes math and architecof Architecture at Tech looking for ture has a lot to do with math, and
I wanted to show him the kinds of
volunteers to run the workshops.
The College of Architecture things he can do with that,” said
helped the High put on the event Lisa White, a parent attending the
and many undergraduate and event.
“[My favorite part is] just helpgraduate students volunteered, runing out, playing
ning workshops
with the kids.
designed for kids
We ta ke for
“[This event] shows
and parents to
granted that it
learn more about
to people who don’t
starts with kids
architecture.
putting things
usually associate
Al-Haddad’s
together spa“Space Index”
Tech with helping
tially. It shows
welcomed visito people who
the community that
tors to the event
don’t usually
and he explained
[we] reach out.”
associate Tech
that not only was
with helping
it “something
Evan Watts
the community
interactive and
ARCH major
that we [reach]
fun for the kids”
out,” said Evan
but also a demWatts, an Aronstration of his
research area, digital design and chitecture major who volunteered
for the event.
manufacturing.
In another workshop, focused on
“It’s focusing on methods of
fabricating intelligent form embed- showing kids 3-D designs, children
ded within the parts,” Al-Haddad drew on a large piece of paper on the
wall of the room, while volunteers
said.
In one workshop architecture from the IMAGINE lab (Interacstudents worked with kids who tive Media Architecture Group in
were building models with wood Education) traced over the drawing
in Rhino, a software program used
pieces.
Kids had colorful model-build- for 3-D modeling.
“Kids draw shapes on the wall
ing materials at their disposal to
construct miniature museums and and he’s extruding them into three
gallery rooms, complete with their dimensions,” said Phi Tran, a
third-year Architecture major and
own works of art.
“We have a lot of wood products a volunteer at the workshop.
“[I] thought it was great fun with
here: popsicle sticks, dipsticks,
notched popsicle sticks that they
See High, page 14
can ﬁt together like Lincoln logs,

Speaker explores porn prevalence at colleges
By Kristin Noell
Copy Editor

This past Monday, Feb. 13,
Tech hosted Michael Leahy and his
multimedia presentation Porn Nation—The Naked Truth. Campus organizations such as Campus Crusade
for Christ (CCC), the Interfraternity
Council and the Women’s Resource
Center sponsored the event.
The groups arranged the program
as a way “to inform students about
how [porn] aﬀects your life [and]
really talk about the consequences,”
said Marti Sanders, a full-time CCC
staﬀ member.
Leahy has recovered from what
he calls a “35-year relationship with
pornography,” which cost him a
15-year marriage, his relationship
with his two children and his business partner.
The Atlanta native has visited
around 50 campuses in the United
States and Canada before bringing
his program to Tech.
Although sidewalk chalkings
and posters for Porn Nation made
the event seem like a giant sex-fest,

By Matthew Bishop / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Michael Leahy speaks to students about pornography and its prevalence at an event titled Porn Nation
sponsored by the Campus Crusade for Christ, Interfraternity Council and Women’s Resource Center.

it was really about how sexual addiction can aﬀect a person.
The main question Leahy wanted
to answer was “How does porn affect us as individuals in the way we
view ourselves” and the way others
view us?
He addressed this question with
a combination of prepared video
segments and personal testimony
about his own problem with pornography.
The presentation started with a
video of students around the country sharing their thoughts on porn,
such as “It’s better than unsafe sex.”
When asked how many people they
thought used porn, the interviewees
responded anywhere between 30
and 99%.
Leahy came on stage and opened
with some background information
about the porn industry. It is a $57
billion a year business—200 new
adult websites open every day, there
are more adult bookstores in the U.S.
than McDonald’ses by a two to one
ratio and the industry releases around
See Nation, page 12
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This portion of the program was
perhaps the most fascinating. Leahy
called the brain “the largest sex organ
in our body.”
According to Leahy, sex syndrome leads to the replacement
of dopamine, which is a chemical
related to pleasure, with the chemical oxytocin, which is released in
nursing mothers and when people
hug their relatives.
The body builds a tolerance to
dopamine because of continued and
increased exposure to porn; the user

11,000 videos a year, compared to
400 or 500 Hollywood titles released
in the same period of time.
According to Leahy, the deﬁnition of pornography is “any material
designed with the express purpose
of arousing you sexually;” while it
is “the result of a creative process,”
it lacks artistic value.
Many things that were once
considered pornographic are now
commonplace; advertisers use sex as
a tool to sell products, and because
television is most people’s primary
“[The event was]
information source, the increasing
sexualization of television aﬀects
a really cool
culture. Teenagers see an average of
presentation. [It]
14,000 sexual images or messages
every year.
really portrayed
His story is a sad one. He was
some non-religious
ﬁrst exposed to porn at the age of
11, when he saw another child’s
aspects porn has on
pack of playing cards adorned with
our culture [in a]
topless women.
non-confrontational
He said that he liked it but had
an opposing feeling to it; like most
[way].”
people, he decided to keep it a secret.
This was the beginning of 35 years
Ben Perry
of keeping his secret.
First-year CMPE major
“It was more than a sideline
thing or a novelty,” Leahy said. “It
was a relationship.” Because of his
addiction to porn, dating became a needs to ﬁnd more and more arousing
game to Leahy; the object was to get images to get the same “high,” just
as far as he could with women, who like any other addiction. They eventually have to pursue it to feel normal
he saw as sex objects.
At the base of his addiction, he instead of to feel the “rush.”
For a presentation aimed at colsaid, was a ﬂawed belief system,
which is what most counselors say. lege students, Porn Nation focused
Leahy developed what he calls “sex very little on the eﬀects of porn on
syndrome,” which is a “pathologi- the intended, assembled audience.
Leahy did brieﬂy mention his oncal state.”
line survey
for college
students at
Continued exposure
to
porno60204.34NewspaperAd2_v3.pdf
2/6/06
12:02:07 PM
graphic material causes an inverse mysexsurvey.com.
Two thirds of the 12,000 stuability to experience real intimacy,
dents that have responded to his
Leahy said.

FOCUS

survey nationwide said that they
are often preoccupied with “sexual
or romantic fantasies.” How many
of those students are among the
18 to 20 million sexually addicted
Americans though?
Leahy had a four-minute break
worked into the program to allow
those who wished to leave before
the last section of the program,
which involved his spiritual beliefs,
to exit.
He spoke at length about how
ﬁnding God changed his life; the
final video was also about this
theme.
Porn Nation was a well-integrated
mix of personal testimony and informative video. The videos were full
of testimonies, including those of
former sex addicts, a former Playboy
playmate, a former prostitute and
several counselors.
Overall student response to the
program was positive. “I have a lot
of friends who invited me,” said
Rob Poppell, ﬁrst-year Architecture
major.
He was “interested in what the
speaker had to say, [because] I know
porn is a growing problem.” So how
was the program? “It was awesome,”
he said.
Ben Perry, a ﬁrst-year Computer
Engineering major, came to the
program “as a bible study event.”
He thought it was “informative” and
“stressed the importance of keeping
the negativity out of your life.”
Civil Engineering graduate student Kennan Crane also thought it
was “a really cool presentation.” It
“really portrayed some non-religious
aspects porn has on our culture” in a
“non-confrontational” way.
Porn Nation “made the issue
available to people who otherwise
wouldn’t ask questions about it,”
said Christy Crane.

Dorkbot introduces art, explores
creativity among engineers
By Hernando Jimenez
Contributing Writer

Ballet, microprocessors,
paintings, movement tracking
software, a classical symphonic
composition, a hijacked videogame console…while they
may not seem to have much in
common, all these elements go
hand in hand within the minds
of those attending dorkbot
meetings.
Dorkbot is an informal
monthly gathering of scientists,
engineers, designers, artists and
all others interested in various
forms of electronic art where
presentations of ongoing work
are given for peer review.
What started in New York
more than ﬁve years ago as an
eﬀort to foster creativity and
collaboration between experts
of diﬀerent ﬁelds is currently
a list of groups in over 45 cities
including London, Melbourne,
Rotterdam, Tokyo and Budapest.
The local group in Atlanta,
dorkbot-atl, is hosted by the
Georgia Tech Music Department and is coordinated by one
of its newest professors, Jason
Freeman. “There is fascinating
artwork occurring behind the
scenes in the sciences and engineering departments. Dorkbot
can provide a means for it to
surface,” Freeman said.
Students and faculty from

diﬀerent departments present
in the ﬁrst two meetings of the
Atlanta group reﬂect the wide
spectrum of backgrounds that
form dorkbot.
“A lot of the people that come
are like the students here at the
music department. We have
very diverse backgrounds, but
we are discovering how to make
them work together beyond any
paradigm,” Freeman said.
With a mostly technical
student body, some think that
Tech provides a unique environment for dorkbot to develop and
contribute towards the growth
of the community. “It’s going to
give some oxygen,” said Kevin
Quennesson, a graduate student
in Information Design and
Technology who presented at
the last dorkbot meeting.
“There are a lot of high-tech
tools and great talent [at Tech],
but there is a lot to be explored
if using these tools for purposes
diﬀerent to what they were intended for,” Quennesson said.
Others, like Hartmut Koenitz, a Ph.D. student in Literature, Communication and
Culture, recognize a major
challenge amidst their excitement and optimism.
“We work at the intersection
of humanities and technology. It
is very diﬃcult to overcome the
great division between these two
See dorkbot, page 16
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Chaser is made of calcium carbonate & charcoal
so to stop my hangover I need chalk and a briquette?
breasts!
Amanda is a hawtie
Boobs are wonderful
There are boobs on my elbow
Submitting slivers together
I want to see sexy action news
tigger yum yum
I drive the trashed silver ford ranger.......
The internet is for porn.
See page 22 for more Slivers!
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FACES AT GEORGIA TECH

WES WILSON

Computer Science alumunus

Beauty and the Geek contestant

PETER
LUDOVICE

Chemical Engineering professor
Comedian a.k.a ʻDr. Ludicrousʼ

By Emily Tate
Contributing Writer

Just take one look at Peter Ludovice’s
business cards with the infamous
picture of Albert Einstein sticking his
tongue out and his personality immediately becomes apparent. Ludovice
is an associate professor of Chemical
Engineering by day and a stand-up
comedian by night.
Most recently, Dr. Ludovice—or
“Dr. Ludicrous” as he is known on
stage (a nickname his students reportedly gave him in reaction to his high
expectations on grading in his classes)
performed his most well-known act

“Pocket Protectors and Other Fashion
Statements” at Atlanta’s Showcase Comedy
Club for the MIT Club of Atlanta.
Ludovice performs most often at locations in Atlanta such as the Academy
Theater and the Funny Farm Comedy
Club in Alpharetta; however, he has also
performed at many corporate functions
and comedy clubs nationwide.
“The corporate audiences just rule.
I think almost all comedians will agree
with that,” Ludovice said. Ludovice likes
to pride himself on being a nerd at heart
and often makes fun of chemical engineers
in his act.
See Ludo, page 16

Photos by Ayan Kishore / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

By Jane Wong
Contributing Writer

When Wes Wilson went out with
friends the night before he graduated
from Georgia Tech last August, he had
no idea that at a nightclub, he would
be approached with a life-changing
opportunity: “I work for the WB...I do
casting for Beauty and the Geek. Have
you ever heard of it?”
After encouragement from his friends
and family, the Computer Science graduate landed himself on the WB reality
show Beauty and the Geek, known as
a social experiment and produced by
Ashton Kutcher.
Everyone on the current season of
the show went to open casting calls,

but only Tech alumni Wes Wilson was
recruited.
“I guess I’m the only one who’s just
that geeky. It wasn’t until later I ﬁgured it
out...I was like, ‘You weren’t...looking for
geeks in the club,’ and she [the recruiter]
was like, ‘No, we were looking for beauties, but we got you.’”
The show’s premise puts eight gorgeous girls, known as the “beauties,”
and eight brainy but socially awkward
guys, known as the “geeks,” together,
all living in the same house. They are
paired oﬀ in teams, one beauty and one
geek, and in each episode. They compete
in various challenges to stay in the house.
These challenges usually test the geeks on
their social skills and pop culture and the
See Geek, page 15

Photos by Michael Skinner / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
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Architecture
department
conducts
workshops at
High Museum.
High

Continued from page 11

the kids getting messy,” said Joice
Emory, a parent at the event
whose daughter participated in
the workshops.
“She is studying architecture in her target class, and it’s
wonderful that this supports the
curriculum,” Emory said.
Emory expressed interest in
trying to get the workshops run
at her daughter’s school.
Around the corner in a diﬀerent room laughter could be heard
as kids built bricks using plaster
of Paris, and some examples of
the tools that architects use were
on display—including a drill bit
from the Advanced Wood Products Laboratory (AWPL) at Tech,
which is the only lab in the U.S.
with a three-axis router.
“We can write a program in
the computer lab, take stock
wood, and the machine will trace
out exactly what you told it to,”
explained Brandon Cliﬀord, a
ﬁfth-year Architecture student
to on-lookers.

Also on display were examples
of graduate studio projects.
“I know I did stuﬀ like this
when I was little. We’re using
plaster of Paris to make bricks. We
use it a lot and we wanted to show
them how we do things,” said
Jessica Wallace, an Architecture
major who was a volunteer.
“I just think having parents
working with kids and talking
about architecture and art, and
how they are seen in society, and
having fun doing it,” Wallace said
about the most important part
of the workshop.
“We’re always happy to engage
in outreach activities that help
demonstrate how architecture
can improve communities,” said
Ellen Dunham-Jones, director of
the College of Architecture.
“This event at the High was
particularly exciting, not only
because we partnered with such
a terriﬁc institution, but because
our students got to have so much
fun sharing their passion for
what they do with little kids and
families,” she said.
The three workshops oﬀered
were called “Inside out: The Art
of Architecture,” “Cool Tools
and Material Demonstration”
and “Designing Computer Automated Drafting Demonstration”
and were held in Greene Family
Education Center at the High
Museum.
The “Celebrate Architecture!”
Family Day accompanied the
“Celebrate Architecture!” exhibit currently at the High and
featured models from architect
Renzo Piano.

FOCUS

By Julia Bunch / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Visitors examine a display called “Space Index” by Tristan Al-Hiddad, a lecturer at the College of Architecture,
in the atrium of the High Museum as part of a workshop series sponsored by Tech on Sunday, Feb. 12.

Fall 2006 Housing Sign-up
Apply On-Line:
February 15 - March 1
When you live on campus, you’re steps
away from all that college life offers.
While convenience is often the number
one reason for living on campus, you’ll
ﬁnd we offer our students much more
than just a place to study and sleep.
A decision to live in Tech housing
means joining the nearly 6,700 new and
returning students who live on campus
and call it home.

www.housing.gatech.edu

ENTERTAINMENT

Geek

from page 13

beauties on their intellect and current
events. One team is eliminated at
the end of every challenge, and the
last team standing shares the grand
prize of $250,000.
Wilson’s geek stereotype on
the show is “Tracks Monkeys with
Lasers,” something he did while
here at Tech at the Borg Lab in the
College of Computing. Other geek
stereotypes include “Speed Chess
Champion,” “Rubik’s Cube Record
Holder” and “Dungeon Master.” The
beauties have stereotypes as well,
including “Model,” “Hairstylist”
and “Beer Spokesmodel” for Cher
Tenbush, an SMU graduate now
dating Wilson.
Many of the guys who hadn’t
seen the ﬁrst season downloaded the
episodes and studied, but Wes said
he went in without seeing any previous episodes and without knowing
what to expect.
The month-long experience on
the show turned out to be much more
rewarding than he or any of the other
cast members anticipated.
The stereotypes were the ﬁrst
border that everyone had to break.
Wilson appreciated the success
of the show in expanding everyone’s
horizons.
“You get past [the stereotypes]
pretty quickly....You kind of start
to pick up oﬀ each other. At ﬁrst,
the beauties were kind of separate
and had their own sense of humor,
and the geeks had ours. As it went,
they started to overlap where the girls
started quoting Carmen from South
Park, so we knew we were making
progress. We would talk about shopping. It’s kind of weird. And we’d
start learning about celebrity gossip
and celebrities’ kids and clothing
lines. It got scary there, a little too
successful! So yeah, we did ﬁt into
our stereotypes but there was common ground. Once you reach the
common ground, it’s like creating
a monster.”

Although Wilson went into the
show with personal goals to become
more conﬁdent and comfortable with
himself, the producers of the show
also had goals for each member of
the cast.
“We had producers observing our
actions twenty-four seven....They just
bring to your attention your ﬂaws.
In real life, no one talks to you and
no one says, ‘You know what, you
kind of have self-defeating behavior.
Look at what you did here; look at
what you did here. Can you explain
that?” Wilson said.
“They’re good at judging your
character pretty quickly and seeing
what you may need to improve on
in life,” he said.
Wilson and Tenbush both agree
that they were skeptical about the
cheesy things they heard before
going on the show, such as learning

life lessons and making life-long
friends.
“I heard, ‘You’ll remember your
life before the show and your life
after the show,’ and I remember
laughing at them in my head, going,
‘Whatever!’ and now we’re living
that,” Tenbush said.
Wilson and Tenbush became
good friends with Ankur, known as
“M.I.T. graduate” on the show, when
the three of them began staying up
late every night, talking, gooﬁng
oﬀ and calling themselves the “Late
Night Crew.”
Much of the bonding on the show
never makes it to air, however. What
does make the ﬁnal cut and is shown
to audiences is actually only 1% of
the total time they spent together
during ﬁlming, a number that Tyson, “Rubik’s Cube Record Holder,”
calculated for everyone.
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What is shown on air is often
one-sided and exaggerated, but both
Wilson and Tenbush felt that the
show’s producers did a good job on
casting and editing.
“They’re going to have to cut out
a whole lot of things. They might
exaggerate things by only showing
certain sides of people...but, you
kind of have to do that. We’re taking
both sides. [The producers] stayed
true [to everyone], but they still had
to do what they had to do to make
ratings,” Wilson said.
What producers knew would
help ratings was the unexpected
romance that developed between
Wilson and Tenbush during the
ﬁlming of the show.
They weren’t partners, but their
friendship and relationship grew
during the time they spent staying up
late talking every night. The show,

By Ayan Kishore / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Wes Wilson, a Tech alumnus, and Cher Tenbush, an SMU graduate, share a laugh over a magazine article.
They were both participants in current WB show Beauty and the Geek and are romantically involved.

Weʼd like to hear from you.
Write us a letter.
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however, inaccurately portrayed the
two having a “wild night” in Vegas,
but Tenbush and Wilson get a kick
out of it.
Although some of the drama,
competition and tension are artiﬁcially built up through clever editing,
the changes all of the cast members
went through are genuine. Tenbush
accredits this to the producers who
follow and question each of the cast
members individually about certain
actions and behaviors.
“You’re forced to analyze yourself.
It’d be great if everyone had a week
or a month, if they were forced to
have a lot of time to think about
what they would improve about
themselves. You kind of have to
[change],” Wilson said.
“Honestly, the competition was
kind of weird. It got to the point
where it wasn’t like you were trying
to beat everybody else; you were
just trying to do your personal best.
And you really did better because of
everybody else,” said Wilson.
“I think I was pretty geeky before
the show. I have my geek credentials;
I did play with the Lego robots in
high school,” Wilson said.
“I don’t think being a geek means
you have to be antisocial… I think
there’s a lot of negative stereotypes
that go along with it, and hopefully
this’ll help push some of the positive ones and show that we to have
to ﬁt all the negative ones. Geek
is cool!”
Wilson also oﬀers hope to the
“geeks” at Georgia Tech who may
need a little help.
“Clubs and bars are not the place
to meet girls. Take your interests, ﬁnd
an [organization], get involved, go to
Tech events. Tech does a good job
of providing outlets to be social and
to meet people. It’s just a matter of
taking advantage of that.... I would
meet people from other schools. Stay
open-minded.”
The season is currently halfway
through its run, with only three
teams remaining. The show airs
on the WB on Thursday nights at
9 p.m.

Weekly Activities
Feature Movie:
“Chronicles of Narnia”

Friday, February 17
7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.
Tickets available next to the theater
entrance 30 minutes prior to show
time on the day of the movie. $2 with
Buzzcard, $3 without.

Music & Massage

Thursday, February 23
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Student Center Music Listening Room
Professional 10 minute FREE massage.
Sign-ups will start at 10:45 a.m.

Honk Your Horn for Popcorn!

Tuesday, February 28
Based on the classic novel by CS Lewis.
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Four London children are sent to a
Student
Center Commons Stage
professor's country home for protection
If
you
hear
a horn honking, come over
during World War II. There they ﬁnd a
and
grab
some free popcorn.
magic wardrobe which leads to a mystical
land called Narnia, which is being ruled While the horn is honking, the popcorn
by an evil witch. To defeat the Witch,
will be popping!
they must join forces with Aslan, the
Lion God of Narnia, and the great
Join in the FUN!!!
battle between good and evil.
Help plan events including concerts,
lectures, art shows, comedians, movies
and more. Past events include Sting Break,
Def Poetry Slam
Mitch Hedberg, Mo Rocca, "Shrek 2", and
Wednesday, February 22
the Murder Mystery Dinners.
7:30 p.m.
Student Center Ballroom
For more information or to join go to:
Third annual poetry slam featuring
www.fun.gatech.edu
artists seen on HBO.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ALL THESE EVENTS AND MORE VISIT OUR
WEBSITE: WWW.FUN.GATECH.EDU

FOCUS
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connected to a drawing arm and fed
signals from a camera recording the
drawings.
backgrounds,” Koenitz said.
“[Dorkbot] gives the general pubSteve Everet, a professor in the lic exposure to new art forms, new
Music department at Emory Univer- ways of expression and creativity to
sity, presented his work on oriental those with a technical background,
music (from Java) used in shadow and a way for all to try and ﬁgure out
puppet theater at the meeting.
what is art,” Bakkum said.
He used some visual and optical
As suggested by its very name
techniques and also composed and these groups are also about having
directed pieces in this ancient musical a good dose of fun. “It’s just a stupid
form while using state of the art au- name. It’s a way to be silly with a
dio technology
very serious eﬀort.
to manipulate
At the end you are
some of the
just trying to have
“[Dorkbot] gives
sounds to enfun...we even have
the general public
hance the overa dorkbot theme
all experience
song,” Freeman
exposure to new art
delivered to the
said.
forms, new ways
audience.
Whether alKristen
lowing tech-savvy
of expression and
Jarvis, an emstudents to express
creativity...”
ployee at the
themselves in new
Center of Pupways or attemptDoug Bakkum
petry Arts in
ing to close a space
Graduate student
downtown Atbetween humanilanta, attended
ties and technical
the meeting
studies, dorkbot is
when she heard that Everet was a fertile arena for interdisciplinary
presenting.
networking.
“I am very interested in Steve
“Collaboration between departEveret’s work...I couldn’t miss his ments pushes forward the academic
presentation,” Jarvis said.
fabric at Tech. Dorkbot is part of
So how do participants at dorkbot that eﬀort,” Freeman said.
attempt to close the gap between art
Dorkbot’s next meeting will be
and technology?
held in the Couch building on Mar.
This is the case of Doug Bakkum, 9 at 7 p.m. and will free and open
a Ph.D. student in the department to the public.
of Bioengineering and presenter
For more information about
at the next dorkbot meeting who dorkbot visit their website at http://
work involves researching neurons dorkbot.org/dorkbotatl/.

dorkbot

from page 12
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Ludo

from page 13

“These young engineers, they
don’t appreciate a good vinyl pocket
protector, because not only does it
keep you from getting that big-ass
stain on your shirt, but in a pinch,
it’ll double as a condom...and I
know it’s kind of scratchy, so maybe
that’s why most of these people use
the engineer’s preferred mode of
birth control: their personalities,”
Ludovice said in one of his stand-up
performances in Sunnyvale, Ca.
Ludovice started performing
stand-up comedy routines when he
was 42, which he describes as part
of his midlife crisis. He has a PhD.
from MIT which he said actually
means “Mutants In Training” and
has done postdoctoral work for
familiar organizations such as IBM
and NASA. He describes his sense
of humor as well as his teaching style
as being most like that of famous
comedian George Carlin.
“I had to negotiate with my wife
a little bit about it, but she ended up
being very supportive about it....At
least I wasn’t going out and getting a
motorcycle or anything dangerous,”
Ludovice said.
Some might wonder why it is that
Ludovice decided to wait until his
40s to start a career in comedy.
“You know, all these 20-something year-old guys are pretty good,
but they don’t have as much life
experience to draw from....I can
draw inspiration from anything
such as my wife, my kids, my stu-

dents....Rodney Dangerﬁeld didn’t
start doing comedy until his 40s,”
Ludovice said.
In his stand-up acts about nerds,
Ludovice sometimes even references
an old joke that almost every Tech
female has heard at least once:
“Ladies, the odds are good, but the
goods are odd!”
Ludovice doesn’t just restrict
his performances to comedy clubs,
however. He has performed at Tech

“...I can draw
inspiration from
anything such as my
wife, my kids, my
students...”
Peter Ludovice

Chemical Engineering
professor

for events such as FASET and plans
to present lectures to incoming
Presidential Scholars on dealing
with professors, which is titled:
“Your Professor: Human or Alien
Spawn.”
Ludovice also has taught a
GT1000 course geared speciﬁcally
towards Chemical Engineering majors. Many of his jokes stem from
experiences with his students, especially from Tech students. He has
also become familiar with freshmen
speciﬁcally through the Department

of Housing as a Freshman Partner
(member of the faculty who works
with Peer Leaders in the Freshman
Experience dorms).
“I’ll try and start an 8 a.m. class
oﬀ with a few jokes in order to wake
everyone up a little bit, but the minute
I say anything, what do they do? They
write it down...and then there’s the
inevitable student in the front row
who asks if this is going to be on the
test,” Ludovice said.
For Women’s Awareness Month,
Ludovice is working with the Women’s Resource Center by hosting the
second annual Funny Girls Comedy
Show on March 31 at 8 p.m.
“The truth is that there are more
men in comedy than there are
women… My theory is that women
aren’t into a job where you essentially
make an ass out of yourself… I will
deﬁnitely be wearing my ‘Women
Kick Ass’ t-shirt,” Ludovice said.
He also said that his dialogue would
contain complaints about the shirt
making him look “fat.”
Ludovice has also been part of the
comedy acts scheduled at Under the
Couch in previous years. Ludovice
used this opportunity to bring a
sense of humor back to campus
in the midst of the stringent study
habits of most students.
According to Ludovice, Bill
Hunt a professor of Electrical and
Computer Engineering has also
taken up the second job of stand-up
comedian. 1620 AM Radio Sandy
Springs features Ludovice and Hunt
together on a technical radio talk
show airing on Sunday mornings.

We want you in our sheets!
Write for the Technique!
Tuesdays @ 7 p.m.
Flag 137
(Free pizza!)
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DOG SURVIVAL STORY

Paul Walker gets out-acted by a pack of
wild animals in Eight Below, a story of
survival from Disney Pictures. Page 20

GOLFINʼ IN HAWAII

The Golf Team won the UH-Hilo
Invitational in Hawaii. Cameron
Tringale placed ﬁrst. Page 27

Proof proves great show for DramaTech
By Siddhartha Parmar
Contributing Writer

DramaTech is currently performing Proof, a play written by
David Auburn and directed by
Peg Shelton (Tartuﬀe and The Foreigner). Proof has won a Pulitzer
Prize and a Tony Award for Best
Play. It revolves around Catherine,
played by Erika Gemzer, who is
the daughter of recently deceased
mathematician Robert, played by
Will Wright.
When her father’s mental illness begins to aﬀect his daily life,
Catherine decides to quit college
to take care of him full time. Her
sister, who was working to support
the family, comes home after their
father’s death to help settle the
estate. The play follows Catherine
as she discovers her father’s secrets
and struggles to reveal her own.
Proof takes place entirely on the
back porch of an old dying house.
The house is located in Chicago
and is owned by Robert, a professor at the University of Chicago.
Robert is a brilliant mathematician
who contributed to many diﬀerent
ﬁelds of math and science. In fact,
he was so good that many of his
accomplishments were published
before the age of 21. However, in his
later years, he developed a mental

Attention all area artists, local
coﬀee spot Javaology is looking for
an artist to paint live in the shop
during open mic night tonight. 810 p.m.. Javaology is located at 466
Edgewood Ave.

2046: A High
Odyssey
This entire month the High
Museum of Art will be featuring
award-winning cinema from Hong
Kong. Wong Kar Wai’s heartbreaking ﬁlm 2046 will be playing this
Saturday, February 18 at 8 p.m. in
the Rich Theatre. Tickets are $4.
Tissues will not be provided.

Catherine (Erika Gemzer) and Hal (Michael Sullivan) share a moment as Catherine attempts

Stanley Kubrick
was a weird dude

illness and his once brilliant brain
gave way to paranoia and compulsive
writing.
Catherine is Robert’s daughter.
She receives the spark of genius from
her father and is afraid she might
have received the mental illness
as well. When her father’s health

Whether you’re in it for the lush
cinematography or the soft-core
pornography, be sure to check out
the screening of Stanley Kubrick’s
ﬁnal ﬁlm, Eyes Wide Shut at the
Woodruff Arts Center. Emory
Professor Bernstern will be around
afterwards to ﬁeld questions. Thursday, Feb. 23.

Photo by David Boivin/STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

to deal with her father’s death and her fear that she has inherited his insanity.
deteriorated, she dropped out of
Northwestern and moved back
home. She is deeply attached to
the house and refuses to sell it after
Robert’s death.
Since Robert was a compulsive
writer, he left behind 103 notebooks
full of written material. Hal, played

by Michael Sullivan, goes through
the notebooks to see if they are all
gibberish or if the genius returned
for a brief moment. He desperately
hopes that Robert left a proof which
he can share with the world.
See Proof, page 19

Scientists discuss music with̀Nique
By Kenneth Baskett
Staﬀ Writer

Looking for an upbeat band with
catchy lyrics that you can dance to?
Look no further than New Yorkbased We Are Scientists (W.A.S.),
whose poppy blend of punk-infused
music and quirky choruses are sure
to make you a fan. With Love and
Squalor, the Band’s Virgin Records
debut, is a New Wave masterpiece,
with every track oﬀering something
new.
Like most aspects of W.A.S., the
origin of their name has a humorous
story behind it. “We actually got it
from a guy that works at a U-Haul
truck place in Berkeley,” said Chris
Cain, bassist and backup vocalist of
the band. “He thought that the three
of us all looked very similar to one

Calling all
starving artists

another—we all had on glasses—and
he asked whether we were all brothers
and we said no and he asked whether
we were all scientists. We said that
we were not, but that was the theme
of the name.”
The members of W.A.S., guitarist
Cain and lead vocalist Keith Murray and drummer Michael Tapper,
met while attending The Claremont
Colleges in California. After earning
their degrees, the group moved to
New York, eager to become musicians struggling to fulﬁll their “desire
for wealth, the desire to be desired
by sexy ladies and the desire to own
a great deal of musical equipment.”
There, they independently released
three E.P.s before signing with Virgin
and beginning work on With Love
See Science, page 19

Industrial/electronica stalwarts
Meat Beat Manifesto will be playing
at Smith’s Olde Bar on Thursday,
Feb. 23. Experimental rap duo Dälek
opens. 21 and up only. The show
starts at 8 p.m. Tickets are $8.

Arlo Guthrie to get
folky at Ferst

Title: Dan Monick, Shoot Artist: We Are Scientists, Photographer: Dan Monick, Date: April 2005, Usage Rights: Worldwide Press And Promotions, Copyright: Dan Monick

We Are Scientists adopts a very deer in headlights look in this photo
shoot, as if they just looked up and noticed the cameraman.

Dekonstruktion leaves much to be desired

inspiring, thought-provoking lyrics
and full beats. The album features
various artists like Planet Asia, Vinia
Brooklyn MC Okai is set to Mojica and Tara Thomas.
release his debut album, DekonThe ﬁrst single of the album is
struktion of the
“Bout That.” UnMind, on March
like most of the
21. The album
other tracks on
Okai has a lot in
is coming out
the record, this
on Soundchron
one doesn’t have
common with fellow
records and is
the same revoluNew York rapper
produced extionary subject
clusively by label
matter as songs
Nas....
mate Ayatollah,
like “Critisize.”
who has also
While the trite
produced tracks for the likes of Mos lyrics are not as powerful as others
Def and Talib Kweli.
on the album, it is a solid ﬁrst single,
Okai has a lot in common with
fellow New York rapper Nas, with
See Okai, page 23
By Kenneth Baskett
Staﬀ Writer

Photo courtesy Soundchron records

Okai poses under a map of the world, perhaps in an effort to appear deep in lieu of any particular musical talent.

Get your crazy
funky groove on

This Saturday, Feb. 18, Legendary
folk musician, Arlo Guthrie, will be
visiting the Ferst Center during his
40th anniversary tour featuring his
rarely performed “Alice’s Restaurant.” The show starts at 8 p.m., and
tickets run from $30 to $40.

Vote for your
Oscars favorites
Want to try and predict who’ll
take away the big prizes at the Oscars
this year? Head on over to www.
nique.net/oscars and make your
forecast for who you think is going to
take home the little, golden man.

A very chocolatey
exhibition
Come to the Fernbank Museum,
and learn about the history of everybody’s favorite treat with Chocolate:
The Exhibition. The exhibition runs
through Aug. 13, and this weekend
is open 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday and
Saturday and noon to 5 p.m. Sunday.
Tickets are $12.
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math students. His nervous tics
such as constantly holding onto
backpack straps or holding his arms
Claire, played by Laura K. Czyze- perfectly straight will ring true to
wski, is Catherine’s sister who has Tech guys.
come home for the funeral and to
The set design was especially
sell the home. She also wants her noteworthy. The amount of detail
sister to move to New York where was astonishing. The porch had all
Catherine will have a fresh start and the makings of a dying porch, ina new life.
cluding chipped
T he c omp a i nt , a g i n g
Erika Gemzer was
bination of a
wood and vine
strong cast and
overgrowth.
by far the best.
a convincing
The detail
She displayed a full
set design set
continued with
the stage for
the props as well.
range of emotions,
an evening of
The seasons are
both verbally and
enchanting endiﬀerent during
ter t a i n ment .
the ﬂashbacks, so
through body
Dra maTech ’s
the prop change
language.
small theatre
a c c o r d i n g l y.
provided an inDuring the
timate setting that drew the audience winter, all the plants were replaced
into the play. The audience felt like by dead ones and live ones for the
they were a part of the events, rather summer.
than simply watching events occur.
Proof will be playing until SatMuch of the atmosphere was caused urday, February 18th. Tickets are
by the actors’ excellent skill.
$5 for students, $8 for faculty and
Erika Gemzer was by far the staﬀ, and $10 for the public.
best. She displayed a full range of
Proof is a perfect choice for Tech.
emotions, both verbally and through The premise is based on math, for
body language. The audience felt and which Tech students have an aﬃnity.
experienced her tears, laughter and All the math and science jokes will
anger. Michael Sullivan convinc- hit home. And so does the awkwardingly portrayed a math geek, which ness of talking to members of the
seems to be inspired by Tech’s own opposite sex.

Proof

from page 17

Photo by David Boivin/ STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Catherine broods on the front porch of her late father’s house in
the wake of his death and slow descent into dementia.

Interested in photography?
Email photoed@technique.gatech.edu to
ﬁnd out about shooting for the Technique!

Science
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and Squalor.
In a sea full of copycats and
wannabes, W.A.S. is both original
and talented, when it comes to
musicianship and songwriting.
They compose music in a style they
like to call “Advanced High Level
Sectional Articulation.”
Essentially, all the parts sound
good together, despite being rhythmically or melodically very diﬀerent.
When fused with the erratic, singalong vocals provided by Murray,
the result is an intricate album that
is just as good, fun and exciting the
thousandth time you listen to it as
the ﬁrst.
For an idea of what W.A.S. sounds
like, think of groups like Bloc Party,
The Strokes or Hot Hot Heat. “To
me we don’t sound a whole lot like
anybody else,” Cain said. “I certainly
recognize similarities to certain other
bands. I don’t feel like we have a ton in
common with anybody. If we ever did
feel like we sounded too much like
another band, we would deliberately
deviate from that sound.”
The album opens up with a driving guitar riﬀ and a techno-like drum
rhythm on the ﬁrst single, “Nobody
Move, Nobody Get Hurt,” where
Murray repeats, “My body is your
body, I won’t tell anybody. If you
want to use my body, go for it.” When
asked what inspired the song, Cain
said, “I don’t know that anything
inspires any of our songs, anything
speciﬁc. We just kind of write them
and put words to them.”
In the video, a man in a bear suit
chases the band for the entire length
of the album. “The video, I think
like all of our videos, just came from
wanting to do something stupid,
and the idea of having a bear chase
us around without any cause or
resolution we felt to be quite magical. So we did it, and unfortunately
there it is. I think it worked out
pretty well.”
The third song and second single

Title: With Love And Squalor, Artist: We Are Scientists, Release: With Love And Squalor, Date: 17 Oct 05, Copyright: EMI
Music

Not that it has much of anything to do with anything, but these
kittens are just about the cutest little things ever.

oﬀ of the record, “Inaction,” is Cain’s
favorite song on the album. “Just
from a purely visceral standpoint I
enjoy it the most.”
Possibly the best song on the
record is the eighth one, “The Great
Escape.” It combines the frenetic,
hyperactive style on tracks like “Inaction” with the extremely musical style
of “Cash Cow.” The juxtaposition of
the heavy, driving bass line and the
soaring, staccato guitar riﬀ forms a

continue to give the way she has the
last 100 years,” Cain said.
“Unless we ﬁnd some way to
power our society in a clean and
renewable manner, I think it’s going
to be dark days indeed, and I mean
that both literally and ﬁguratively.
We’re doing our part by switching
over to low wattage requirement
amps as soon as those are invented.
We certainly don’t have the [means]
of creating such a thing. And we’re

“We’re not going to do much in the way of
fancy lighting or stage production that would
involve, say, burning jet fuel of anything—the
sort of thing you’re used to seeing from your
U2s”
Chris Cain

Bassist and backup vocalist, We Are Scientists

song that is just as beautiful as it is
interesting.
Despite having a great new album,
ﬁnishing oﬀ a sold out tour of Great
Britain this Friday and heading out
on a headlining tour of Europe, the
future doesn’t look too good for
W.A.S. “We’re going to have to do
something about the fossil fuel issue.
I don’t think the earth is going to

also going to keep our membership
low. We’re not going to add any extra
instruments. We’re not going to do
much in the way of fancy lighting
or stage production that would
involve, say, burning jet fuel or
anything—the sort of thing you’re
used to seeing from your U2s. So
that’s how we’re doing our part,”
Cain said.

LAUNCH INTO A NEW DIRECTION.
LIVE THE COLLABORATIVE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE!
Imagine working for a company that values diversity and believes how you work is just
as important as what you achieve. Picture yourself working alongside global clients to
create results that last. And think what it would be like to take your talent to another
level by sharing and creating world-class knowledge.You could be part of a motivating
environment with an open culture, where high performance is rewarded and freedom,
innovation and trust are valued... Enjoy challenging work, personal growth, fun
and...Get Into The Collaborative Business Experience!

C A P G E M I N I I N F O R M AT I O N S E S S I O N
Student Success Center
President’s Suite B
February 22nd (5pm - 7pm)
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
March 3rd (8:30am - 4pm)
STUDENT RESUME SUBMISSION
FEB 14th

http://www.us.capgemini.com/careers
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Dogs steal show in Eight Below

Photo courtesy Walt Disney Pictures

Paul Walker, the human lead, who gets out-acted by a pack of dogs,
plays a sled dog guide who must risk his life to save said dogs.
By Michael Hamilton
Contributing Writer

Disney’s new ﬁlm doesn’t suck?
What? Eight Below brings back the
type of movie that made Disney
great. The dogs are the star of this
one, and the movie succeeds both
because of the dogs’ true character
and because of the minimized role
in the ﬁlm that their human counterparts play. Gerry Shepard (Paul
Walker, 2 Fast 2 Furious) is a sled dog
guide assigned to take a scientist into
the Antarctic wilderness.
After going out against better
judgment, the scientist almost slips
into the icy water and is saved by the
lead dog Max. After rushing back
to the base, bad weather forces his
team into an emergency evacuation. Gerry agrees to leave his dogs
behind, chained up and alone, only
with the promise that a team would
return in a few hours to retrieve the
animals.
Lo and behold, severe storms

make it impossible to retrieve the
dogs, and Gerry is furious that it will
be months before the weather is safe
enough to return for them.
The team of huskies and malamutes break free of their chains and,
thankfully, take over the majority of

Even cat lovers will
agree, these hounds
are vastly more
adept at showing
joy, sorrow, pain and
happiness than Paul
Walker.
the screen time from this point on.
Paul Walker does better in this role
than he has in the past, but it seems
he needs to widen his range of emotions if he wants to come away from
the stink of 2 Fast 2 Furious.

No one expects the dogs to
survive as they make their way into
the world’s most brutal climate with
nothing except the fur on their backs.
The cooperation and other nuances
of pack behavior give the audience
insight into what is right and good
about dogs.
Watching these dogs playfully
attack the aurora borealis reﬂections
was a great moment. The dogs quickly
adapt their teamwork skills to catch
birds and to chase a threatening
leopard seal (whose computer graphics need work) from a giant whale
carcass in the ﬁlm’s most shocking
moment of surprise.
Days, weeks and months pass
before Gerry and his caring human
compatriots are able to return to
discover the questionable condition
of the dogs.
The scenes switch between
Gerry’s stubborn attempts at getting
back to Antarctica and the survival
tactics of the intelligent dogs, who
grow ever closer to the audience in
proportion to the peril.
Even cat lovers will agree, these
hounds are vastly more adept at showing joy, sorrow, pain and happiness
than Paul Walker. The human-acted
parts of Eight Below are necessary
but fairly generic. Mild romance,
comic-relief (thanks to Jason Biggs)
and the concerned rich dude doing
his best to please his son are all stories
we have seen and heard before.
Frank Marshall, who has been
known as producer and assistant
director on the Indiana Jones trilogy
and Who Framed Roger Rabbit?,
ﬁlms the sled dog team of huskies
and malamutes in their natural
state. Marshall takes a script from a
Japanese movie originally based on
a true story from back in the 1950s
and turns it into a wonderful ride of
emotion as we fall in love with the
beautiful sled dogs. This is a movie
that will justify the eight dollar ticket
and the ten dollars in snacks.

Live in Atlanta

TABERNACLE

152 Luckie St.
(404) 688-1193
http://www.atlantaconcerts.com/tabernacle.html
2/16 Matisyahu with Special guest So
Called
2/18 Jagermeister Music Tour featuring
Disturbed with Blood Simple
2/21 Common

2/18 (Hell) Scarlet CD Release, Calico
System, The Esoteric, Fight Paris
2/21 (Heaven) My Life With The Thrill
Kill Kult
2/23 (Hell) ASCAP Showcase
2/24 (Heaven) NOFX, The Loved Ones,
The Lawrence Arms
2/24 (Hell) Courtesy Murder, Loose
Screws, The Stranjers, Nobody’s Hero

STAR BAR

2/23 Willie Nelson
2/24 Willie Nelson

THE EARL
488 Flat Shoals Ave.
(404) 522-3950
www.badearl.com
2/15 The Redneck Manifesto
2/16 Murder Beach
2/17 The El Caminos (reunion show)
2/18 I am the World Trade Center
2/19 dunch with tanglewood tonic
2/21 OK Productions presents:
The Electric Six: SOLD OUT!
2/22 Chickens & Pigs
2/23 OK Productions presents:
National Grain (CD release)

VARIETY PLAYHOUSE
1099 Euclid Ave.
(404) 521-1786
www.variety-playhouse.com
2/17 Dark Star Orchestra
2/18 Dark Star Orchestra
2/19 Bellydance Superstars
2/24 BR-549 The Avett Bros
2/25 Robert Fripp
2/26 Steel Pulse

437 Moreland Ave.
(404) 681-9018
www.starbar.net
2/17 Winter Snowﬂake Dance
2/18 The Fismits
2/20 Fifteen Minutes of Fame Karaoke
2/21 Funk Disco w/ DJ Romeo Cologne
2/22 The Cogburns
2/23 45 Grave

SMITH’S OLDE BAR
1580 Piedmont Ave.
(404) 875-1522
www.smithsoldebar.com
2/17 The Sweet Love Hangover 2006
2/18 Bob Schneider
2/19 Asylum Street Spankers
2/20 Cinetrope, Mozely Rose, John
Taglieri
2/21 Backseat Superstars, Phil Lomac,
Idle Yeti

ANDREWS UPSTAIRS
56 East Andrews Dr.
(404) 467-1600
www.andrewsupstairs.com
2/17 Slippery When Wet (Bon Jovi
Tribute)
2/18 Purple Revolution
2/21 Cinema Paradiso

THE MASQUERADE
695 North Ave.
(404) 577-2007
www.masq.com
2/16 (Heaven) The Academy Is. . .,
Acceptance, Panic! At the Disco,
Hellogoodbye
2/18 (Heaven) Sonata Artica

NORTHSIDE TAVERN
1058 Howell Mill Rd.
(404) 874-8745
www.northsidetavern.com
2/17 The Electomatics
2/18 King Johnson

Come to our weekly staﬀ
meetings!
Tuesday @ 7:00 PM
in Room 137 of the Flag Building

There will be pizza.
Youʼll have fun, we
promise.*
*Results may vary. We are not responsible for temporary
insanity, uncontrollable laughter or indigestion .

“ EYE-OPENING!”
-David Ansen, NEWSWEEK

WHY WE FIGHT
A FILM BY EUGENE JARECKI

www.sonyclassics.com

NOW PLAYING
CHECK THEATRE DIRECTORIES
OR CALL FOR SHOWTIMES

EXCLUSIVE
ENGAGEMENT
CHECK WEBSITE FOR DETAILS

VIEW THE TRAILER AT WWW.WHYWEFIGHT.COM

ENTERTAINMENT
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WO BITS
Two Bits Man pontiﬁcates about horror that is Valentine’s Day, oﬀers suggestions for reducing suckage
Truly, it is a time of magic, of
wonder and romance. It is a time of
ﬁreside snuggling a recommitment
to deep, abiding love. Oh wait, no.
I was getting my life confused with
a jewelry commercial again. I hate
it when I do that.
That’s right, comrades. Yet another Valentine’s Day has come and
gone and I’m sure you, like me, are
glad to see the sorry bastard leave.
Oh now, don’t get me wrong.
It’s not like I dislike having it browbeaten into me by the good people
at DeBeer’s that
the

only way to truly express my love for
my girlfriend is by bribing her with
a shiny rock or desperately trying to
hold back the ﬂoodgates of despair
springing from those countless,
loveless Valentine’s Days of years
past, failing, drinking myself into a
mercifully numb stupor and waking
up the next day on a bench at the
Midtown MARTA station next to a
schizophrenic homeless guy rubbing
his (and
possibly

big, something that doesn’t involve
others’) fecal matter into his own as the dudes.
hair in an attempt to, as he puts it,
Call me crazy, but I think it might spending your Fridays getting drunk
“scare oﬀ the ghosts.”
have something to do with the fact and playing Halo 2 until you want
No, that’s great. No complaints that the vast majority of those thou- to gouge out your eyes.
And ladies? Three words: chain
here. What’s not to love?
sands of men on campus recoil in
I think it’s
terror at the sight mail bikinis.
Will this ﬁx all of our problems?
fairly safe to
of any woman
Oh wait, no. I was
say that, on the
who doesn’t have Probably not. Does it change the
whole, we here
pointy ears, wear fact that, even under the best of
getting my life
at Tech are hit
a chain mail bi- circumstances, there will be literally
confused with a
especially hard
kini and live in thousands of guys still forced to
by the sorrows
his imagination ﬁnd love in the arms of video games
jewelry commercial
of Valentine’s
next to the self- and pornography? (In such an ideal
again. I hate it when insertion, erotic, situation, you ladies are pretty much
Day.
For g u y s ,
Star Trek fan set. Way to go.) No, but then again,
I do that.
it’s a whole day
ﬁction featuring who ever had a problem with video
dedicated to reboth Lt. Uhura games and pornography, really?
Ultimately, we’re gonna have to
minding you of the grim realities and Major Kira from Deep Space
of probability. Face it. There’s two Nine that he’s been working on for come to terms with the fact that we’ll
all have to spend a few Valentine’s
guys for every girl and you, Mr. the past six months. Rowr.
“22nd Level Ogre Shaman in World
At least that’s what my girlfriend Days on the bench, but we should
of Warcraft,” well let’s face it, you would have me believe, but then be able to comfort ourselves with
probably don’t make the cut.
again, what does she know? I mean, these simple facts.
1) That bench is liberally supplied
Though, hopefully, you can ﬁll she is just a girl after all.*
that void in your life with all
So, what’s the solution to this with porn and beer.
2) With the
the money you’ve made oﬀ of most unfortufat cash you’ll
selling epic mounts to spoiled nate of dilem...but then again,
net from your
13-year-olds with freakishly too mas? Guys, it’s
s weet, s weet
much money on their hands.
time to hang up
who ever had
Tech degree, you
And then there are the girls, that +2 Broada problem with
can have all the
you poor, poor minority. Logic sword of Epic
lovely ladies (or
would suggest that you guys have Pain for a few
video games and
fellas) you can
your pick of the litter. Thousands hours, get your
pornography, really?
stand.
and thousands of smart guys, any bar of soap out
*A s m a r t ,
number of which do not have greasy of storage, and
beautiful, forhair and B.O. from not having actually—oh, I
giving girl who’ d never hold a silly
yet discovered regular bathing or don’t know—talk to some girls.
deodorant respectively. Well, logic
I know. I know. I’m talking crazy, little thing like a grossly sexist statecan go screw itself, because you guys but just hang in there with me. I think ment against her otherwise exemplary
are just as far up scatological creek I’m on to something, something boyfriend.
ADVERTISING

WWW.GATECHCLASSIFIEDS.COM
100 HOUSING &
REAL ESTATE
FOR RENT 10 min. from

Downtown Atlanta. Decatur & Atlanta
area. Four bedroom, three bath, country
style home. Huge front porch. Spacious
kitchen. French doors to large deck off of
master. $2k/month+$2k deposit. Other
homes available. Call 770-912-5672

Perfect for 4! Townhouse for

Rent by Tech! 4BR/ 3 full bath, W/D, pivate
parking. Large rooms and very nice! $1700
per month- Available August 2006. Near
Ga Tech. Near Howell Mill Kroger off of
Bellmeade. Great neighborhood that is
safe. 678-296-9685 Also 3 bedroom 2 bath
house available for $1350.

110 APTS/LOFTS/
ROOMS
For Rent: Brand New 2BD 2 BA

Townhouse/Loft in M West (1335
Marietta Blvd) 1275 sq ft, 2 stall garage
atchd, $1425/mo + util. Available NOW!
trevorjm@yahoo.com 404-542-4940

ONE OR TWO BDR APTS FOR RENT

ON 10TH ST. Large 2 BDR, 1 Bath, W/D,
recently renovated, $800/month. 1 BDR,
bath, $400/month. Off st parking, walking
distance to GA Tech. 770.487.1004

120 REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE

Sandy Springs Condo = $91,000

* One Bedroom / One Bath * Neutral Colors
* Excellent View! * Balcony with View *
3rd Floor Home - Very Quiet * 629 Sq.
Ft. * Low Association Fee - $188/month
* All Appliances Stay including Washer/
Dryer! * Gas Log Fireplace (Included
with HOA Fee) * Monitored Alarm System
(Included with HOA Fee) * Trash Pickup
at Your Door (Included with HOA Fee)
* All Electric - Except Gas Logs * Gated
Secured Courtyard * Central Heating & Air
* Assigned Underground Garage Parking
(1 Space) * Beautiful Pool & Excercise
Facility * Near Marta Rail * Barﬁeld at
Abernathy 706-638-4471 or 770-861-8760
for more info

310 FOR SALE
1995 Ford Escort LX Wagon; new

tires, new brakes, new battery, 169K
miles. (770) 973-7212. $1000. email,
bh180@mail.gatech.edu

320 WANTED
Summer Camp in Atlanta-

Westminster Day Camp seeks employees
with integrity and character to ﬁll all
positions (swimming, canoeing, archery,
arts and crafts, etc). Camper ages 4-13.
May 30-July 14, Monday-Friday, 8:30-4:00.
Information, Application, Salary Scale:
www.westminster.net/campstaff.

600 EMPLOYMENT/JOBS

2 BR 2 1/2 Bath Harwoods down

Carpets up Cross Creek Condo 116 Lablanc
Reduced to $154,000 Desperate Tech
grad now in law school Barton Black
678-642-5909 dbblack1@gmail.com
Pictures avail.

www.universal
advertising.com

REAL ESTATE GENIUS WANTED

The Morsberger Group is looking for GA
Tech’s next real estate genius for an
internship or permanent position! Check
out www.morsbergergroup.com and
send your resume to Aubrey Huntsman
- aubrey@morsbergergroup.com!

Camp Wannaklot, a camp for

children with bleeding disorders, needs
volunteers ages 18 or older to be camp
counselors July 15-21, 2006. Call Kim at
770-518-8272 or 1-800-866-4366. (www.
hog.org)

! BARTENDERS WANTED! Up to

$250/Day. No Experience Necessary.
Training Provided. Age 18+ OK Call 1800-965-6520 ext 216

$8 PER HOUR PLUS TIPS.

POSITION: PARKING AND VALET
ATTENDANT. Flexible hours. Random
drug-testing/background check. ELITE
PARKING CORPORATION. 404-8920787.

Part-time job at Downtown

Atlanta public relations ﬁrm. Flexible
hours, $10 an hour. Employee will prepare
media (newspaper, magazine, web) clips
for client scrapbooks. Applicant must be
extremely neat and detail-oriented. Some
of the work can be done at home. Contact
Bailey Webb, The Gove Network, 404-5862124, bailey.webb@govenet.com.

Private In-town Country Club is

opening two new casual restaurants.
Servers, bartenders bussers and food
runners wanted Flexible Part-time Hours,
Free Meals, Golﬁng Privileges, Servers
$10-14/hr. Bartenders $10.00/hr. Bussers
and runners $8.50/hr. Contact Julie@404377-7863 or email Julie@dhgc.org Start
date: March 1, 2006

GATECHCLASSIFIEDS.COM

Fun in the SUN!!! Hiring

lifeguards..paying top $$$$ for qualiﬁed
applicants. Please call 1-877-248-1872 X
100....TODAY!

Commissions paid for legit

residential and commercial building
repair leads. David:770.616.8496; tech@
buildingqualitycontrol.com

Gymnastics, Ballet and

Cheerleading instructor positions.
Teaching in Sandy Springs, East Cobb
and Norcross pre-schools. Part-time.
770-650-2063

GOOD SLEEPERS NEEDED: If you

are at least 18 years of age, you may qualify
to participate in a clinical research study
of an investigational medication for sleep.
Participants may receive compensation
for time and travel. For more information
call NeuroTrials Research: 404-851-9934
www.neurotrials.com

Full or Part Time Veterinary

Assitant No Experience Necessary (Will
Train on Job) East Cobb Vet Clinic 1314
East Cobb Drive 770-973-2286 Pre-Vet or
Science Student Preferred

ColdFusion 7 developer to help

maintain our current clients and take
on new projects. The position requires
you to know and understand ColdFusion
and SQL. J2EE a plus. Email resume to
hr@fusionlink.com

Need videographer to ﬁlm

wedding reception with digital recorder;
Equipment provided, $40/hour. Call
678-467-1186.

BECOME A DELL CAMPUS REP

EARN $12/hr. Make your own hours
and gain amazing experience for your
resume! Position starts immediately. Go
to: Repnation.com/dell to apply

700 SERVICES
File your tax return at

www.1040.com/tax123 for only $16.95.
(Fed and State)

750 TUTORING
SERVICES
Earn up to $40 an hour!! TUTORS

NEEDED in the Metro Atlanta Area. Sign
up is free at www.mathmatterstutorial.
com (tutor signup is on the bottom left
of homepage). Be a part of this new
growing database of math/science tutors
in Atlanta.

800 TRAVEL
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK

CELEBRITY CRUISE! 5 Days From $299!
Includes Meals, Taxes, Entry To Exclusive
MTVu Events, Beach Parties With
Celebrities! CANCUN, ACAPULCO,
JAMAICA From $499! On-Campus
Marketing Reps Needed! PromoCode:
32 www.SpringBreakTravel.com 1-800678-6386

Advertise with
us!
gatechclassiﬁeds.com
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Original Comic

Derryl Carter: gth797s@mail.gatech.edu

sliver

www.nique.net/sliver

THE

VMAONG
I
N
A
OLOGUES
Directed By:

Stefanie Asher &
Fran Jacobson

Produced By:

Katy Hall

March 9th and 10th at 7p.m.
Institute of Paper Science
and Technology Auditorium
Students $10 - Faculty/Staff $15
- Community $15 Purchase tickets online at

www.womenscenter.gatech.edu/wam
Proceeds benefit Angela’s House,
safehouse for sexually exploited teens

A benefit production from Georgia Tech’s Women’s
Awareness Month and the V-Day College Campaign

Hovinstein
The Torino President Speaks
better English than all of my
professors.
How many slivers get submitted each week?
I don’t know; I never count
them. --SliverGirl
I love you Jo-Jo
bhenchod sutta, sutta na
mila...
The only thing hard about
that CS test was me when I
went at it
Virginia pound it
I have an iPod Nano
New COC website is cool
and colorful but our [COC
majors] lives are NOT!!
My nipple is not Flash Gordon!!
Loibl is waYYYYYYsted
Rugby Team defacing Folk...
pretty cool!!
i hate u
Pineapple Strawberry Bluntpower is awesom
What an AMAZING Saturday night....and it ended in
snow.
Where is my Captain Snuggle
Wuggles?
Did you hear BIG BANG?
- bio teacher
We ﬁnally won! Against NC
State, no less!!!
All I hear is fred astaire, guh
Man my roommate keeps
getting outwitted by this
witty asian girl
Finally! Tech boys worth my
time.
FAAAAAT!
I heart your mom.
You make me sad.
Did you lose your phone?
Dude, how did you get your
keys back?
i watched a kid for about 15
minuets of self-entertainment
in physics. it was the best
lecture yet.
tech is evil. i slept on a futon
with another guy, and it was
only the second gayest thing i
had done that week.
whats a kn00b?
jack bauer impregnated
chuck norris. you may know
their oﬀspring as the ninja
turtles.
See page 28 for more Slivers!

ENTERTAINMENT

Okai

THEME CROSSWORD: SQUEEZE PLAY

from page 17

with an easy-going, good-natured
beat.
One of the better songs on the
album is the title track. It features
a strong, bass-heavy beat backed
with a piano sample. Okai delivers deep vocals describing his own
experiences hustling and his anger
at the establishment for making this
necessary.
The most socially conscious

There are many
politically and
socially aimed
attacks, but because
of the weakness
of each track, the
cause is more hurt
than helped.
song on the album is the last track,
“Amendment (Starvation).” On the
track, he says that if starvation still
exists, it must be because a few powerful people want it to. The song is
intelligent and well thought-out.
As far as the whole CD goes, it is
just okay. Other than the previously
mentioned songs, most of the others
just fade together due to similar,
lackluster beats.
There are many politically and
socially aimed attacks, but because
of the weakness of each track, the
cause is more hurt than helped. So
if you enjoy thoughtful, motivated
lyrics or are just a big fan of Nas, pick
this one up in March. Otherwise,
it’s better left alone.
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80. Sick meany
84. Gats
86. — Lingus
Across
87. Dainty
1. Good or bad vibes
88. 747s, e,g,
6. Pottery scrap
89. Coach Parseghian
11. What place
90. Where John
16. Temper, as metal
Jarndyce lived
17. Cornmeal creation
93. Songstress Vikki
20. The silver kind can make 94. Conservative’s
it rain
nemesis
22. Where Rebecca Randall 97. Disney mogul
lived
98. Message of some
24. Musical “ladders”
demonstrators
25. Loyal
100. “American
26. Main line, internally
Gigolo” star
27. Giving respite
101. Egg on
29. Burns partner
103. Santa —
31. AC discoverer
105. Saguaro, et al.
33. Coveted prize
107. Album contents
34. Sounds of delight
112. Sam of ABC
36. “Butterf ly” costume 116. Language in
choices
Madras
38. Novelist Caldwell
118. Met highlight
43. In a way
119. Milanese welcome
47. Knesset member
120. Where the
49. On the briny
Cartwrights lived
50. Where Mr.
124. Clara of the
Rochester lived
Red Cross
54. Hotshot
125. Corsage-bearers
55. Sleep disorders
126. Church event
57. Mr. Shankar
127. Reclining
58. Highland lass’
128. Start
turndown
129. Promotes with
59. Herr von Bismarck
gusto
60. These days
61. Fertilizer compound
DOWN
62. — under: submit
1. Knob
64. “Misery” star
2. Declare void
66. No Clue
3. Soprano Fleming
68. High ground
4. Day or pole lead-in
70. Put down
5. Raphael’s
75. Jehovah
“ — Madonna”
77. Newborn’s outﬁt
6. They may
79. Role for Lawless
migrate on the wind
By Robert Zimmerman
United Features Syndicate

Join the
Technique.
You will eat pizza.
You will interview people.
You will watch movies.
You will listen to cd’s.
You will attend sporting events.
You will write stories.
You will photograph stuff.
You will join.

7. Jeers
8. Nicotine, for one
9. Ringmaster?
10. Crime-scene
collection
11. Where Susan,
Gabrielle, Lynette, Bree
and Edie live
12. Monopoly purchases
13. Dutch cheese
14. Split
15. Genesis locale
16. Nick and Nora’s
pooch
18. Carry on, as business
19. Pulpit
21. Superlative conclusion
23. “American
Pastoral” writer
28. Cain’s victim
30. Midday
32. Muscles
35. Not on
37. With...
39. “Critique” philosopher
40. Words of
understanding
41. Oscar winner for
“Hud” role
42. Piece of cake,
as they say
43. Play the guitar
44. “Butterﬁeld 8” author
45. Nomad
46. Ordeal
48. Antidiscrimination agcy.
51. — sanctum
52. Vichy export
53. Poland’s Walesa
56. Philatelist’s...
59. Wide-mouthed vessels
62. Where Gary Ewing lived
63. TV doctor of the 60s
65. “Ad — per aspera”

© 2005 United Features Syndicate, Inc.

67. In addition
69. Zoo performer
71. Big shows
72. Old show
73. Licorice ﬂavoring
74. More subdued
76. Colorless
78. Plumbing joint
80. Mutt’s benefactor: abbr.
81. Middle name of a president
82. Dressmaker’s insertion
83. Cruciﬁx
inscription
85. Pungent plants, for
seasoning
90. Lambs
91. Beer holder
92. Hurries
95. Rainbow goddess
96. Stage light

99. Izaak....
101. To the max
102. NYC social reformer,
d. 1914
104. Drink, and plenty
106. Menu in Marseilles
108. Org. founded 1909
109. Famous nickname in golf
110. Printer’s measures
111. Mort of stand-up
112. A little one will often do
113. Track
114. Not a one
115. Dote lead-in
117. Eye protector
121. Sgt., perhaps
122. Radio’s Imus
123. Nashville’s Acuﬀ
See Solutions, page 24
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Have Some Fun

sat.
2.18

sun.
2.19

mon.
2.20

tues.
2.21

wed.
2.22

WEEK
OF
2.17 - 2.23

12:00
2:00
4:00
6:00
7:00
9:30
11:30
1:30

Constantine

12:00
2:00
4:00
7:00
9:30
11:30
2:00

Bad News Bears
House Of Wax
Constantine
Spanglish
House of Wax
Spanglish
Constantine

This week’s GTCN Cinema @ 7 movie is: Spanglish! A woman
and her daughter emigrate from Mexico for a better life in America,
where they start working for a family where the patriarch is a newly
celebrated chef with an insecure wife. See how it all works out
this week at 7 pm!

12:00
2:30
4:30
7:00
9:30
11:30
1:30

Spanglish
House Of Wax
Bad News Bears
Spanglish
House Of Wax
Constantine
Bad News Bears

The 2006 Winter Olympics continue this week! Don’t miss any
of the action as the XX Winter Olympics are broadcast live from
Torino. Watch GTCN Channel 6, or if you have an HD TV, you can
watch the games on Channel 68-1. The world comes to Torino and
you will get to see it all live this week on GTCN!

12:00
4:00
5:30
6:00
7:00
9:30
11:30
1:30

National Lampoon
Film In Italy
GT Sweat
Somethin‘ Fresh
Spanglish
House Of Wax
Constantine
Spanglish

12:00
2:00
4:00
4:30
5:30
6:00
7:00
9:30
11:30
1:30

Zilo Network
Mississippi America
WTF Wrestling
Clips and Quips
GT Sweat
Somethin’ Fresh
Spanglish
Bad News Bears
House Of Wax
Constantine

12:00
2:00

National Lampoon
Women‘s Leadership
Conference
GTCN Post Game Report
Poetry at Tech
Somethin’ Fresh
Spanglish
Constantine
House Of Wax
Bad News Bears

3:50
4:00
6:00
7:00
9:30
11:30
1:30

thurs.
2.23

21

12:00
2:00
3:50
4:00

House Of Wax

Zilo Network
Poetry at Tech
GTCN Post Game Report
Atlantic Station
Panel Discussion
Get Used To It
Somethin’ Fresh
Spanglish
Bad News Bears
Constantine
House Of Wax

GEORGIA TECH CABLE NETWORK OF

This Week on GTCN:

All this
month on
GTCN 21

Get Your
School On

National Lampoon Movies are on GTCN! Catch these hilarious
movies from the same company that brought you Animal House
and Vacation! A recent graduate has to save his future wife from a
smooth music producer, but his surfer pals have other ideas - the
roadtrip adventure of his life in Going the Distance! In Black
Ball, a huge grudge match between the English and the Aussies
results in one of the players turning the indoor bowling green
upside down with hysterical results. A pair of losers marry two
elderly sisters, thinking they'll inherit a fortune, but what they
inherit is a mess of trouble in Gold Diggers.

February is
Black History Month
On GTCN

GTCN

20

mon, tue. & thurs.
12:00

Math 6702

1:00

ECE 6255

2:00

Math 6702

3:00

ECE 6255

4:00

RHA Weekly
(Thursday Only)

7:00

Math 6702

8:00

ECE 6255

9:00

Tutor-Vision

Citizen King

Nightfighters

wed. & fri.
12:00

ME 6224

1:30

Math 4581

3:00

ME 6224

4:30

SGA Weekly
(Wednesday Only)

7:00

Math 4581

9:00

Tutor-Vision

GTCN is proud
to celebrate
Black History Month!
In honor of the men
and women who
fought for their civil
rights, GTCN presents
three programs that
show their struggles
and ultimately, victory.
See the life and times
of Dr. Martin Luther
King in: Citizen King.
The story of the all black
squaderon known as the
Tuskegee Airman is told
in: Nightfighters.
In the PBS documentary,
Mississippi America, see how
the right for blacks to vote
was taken all the way to
Washington resulting in the
Voting Rights Act of
1965.
All this month on GTCN!

Mississippi America
cable television

video production

5:00
6:00
7:00
9:30
11:30
1:30

National Lampoon
Mississippi America
Poetry at Tech
Somethin’ Fresh
Spanglish
Bad News Bears

digital media

fri.
2.17

What’s
On?

GTCN

gtcn

t h e g e o r gi a t e ch c a bl e n e t w o r k

www.gtcn.gatech.edu

SPORTS

Beesball

from page 31

at Georgia Southern.
“It always feels good to start
playing. I’m very pleased with the
way we played. From a coach’s and a
player’s perspective, you always learn
a lot more about your team when you
start playing games against other
people. To go on the road and pick
up a win against a quality opponent
was a good start,” Hall said.
Wednesday
Due to continued renovation at
Panthersville Field, the Jackets and
Georgia State Panthers switched
dates on home games. Tech will
now travel to Panthersville Field on
Apr. 19. Therefore, the Jackets were
able to start a six-game home stand
after defeating Georgia Southern in

ʻPack

from page 32

the second in a row where Hewitt
shuﬄed his starting line-up. He
started junior Mario West at point
guard along with sophomore Lewis
Clinch, and senior Theodis Tarver
in forward positions. Both teams
played well against hard defenses
and managed very similar numbers.
Both teams had 26 rebounds and the
Wolfpack had just one more assist
(20) than Tech.
The diﬀerence between this game
and all the others, though, was the
amount of turnovers. Tech had 27
turnovers against Florida State last
week and lost by just one point.
On Saturday, though, the Jackets
gave the ball up just 15 times. N.C.
State had just seven points oﬀ those
turnovers, while Tech took advantage
with 14 points oﬀ 19 turnovers.
Sophomore guard Frederick,

two straight games. Tech was able
to avenge their 5-2 loss from a year
ago at home by winning 11-9 over
the Georgia State.
Tech started junior Ryan Turner
on the mound. Turner pitched four
innings, giving up eight hits, six runs
(three of which were earned), and one
walk. He struck out six batters.
The Jacket oﬀense started oﬀ
this game much like Sunday’s game
against the Eagles. Tech picked up
eight runs in the ﬁrst two innings of
the game. In the ﬁrst inning, Kindel
drove in a run with a double, while
Robbins hit his second home run of
the season over the left ﬁeld wall to
drive in three more.
In the second, Tech chased oﬀ
Panther starter Romas Hicks by
picking up three more runs courtesy
of an RBI ground out by Hodges,
and a two-RBI single by Robbins.

Over the last three games, Robbins
has been the hottest hitter in the
Jacket lineup with a .529 OBP, two
home runs and 12 RBIs.
“I was just going up there looking
to get good pitches to hit, and I got

coming oﬀ the bench for the second straight game, led the Jackets
in scoring.
“[There was] a great eﬀort by our
guys, in particular Zam Frederick.
He started out the game taking some
great shots, and you could see his
conﬁdence just get rolling,” Hewitt
said. Frederick scored a career-high
22 points, including three out four
behind the arc. He made nine out
of his 12 shots.
Tech took their largest lead of the
night halfway into the ﬁrst period
when Frederick hit a jumper to give
the Jackets an eight-point lead. The
Wolfpack stormed back to tie the
game at 25 with two straight threepointers. Tech took the lead again
with a three by sophomore Morrow,
one of his three three-point baskets
on the day. Tech ﬁnished the half
with a six-point lead when freshman
D’Andre Bell assisted Morrow on his
second three.

Three minutes into the second
half, West had one of the more
memorable moments when he drove
to the basket and dunked hard before
dramatically falling to the ﬂoor. That

“I was just going up
there looking to get
good pitches to hit,
and I got a few that I
could handle.”
Whit Robbins

Junior First Baseman

a few that I could handle. Fortunately, they found the right holes,”
Robbins said.

“They are 16th in
the nation, and
that goes to show
you that we can
beat anybody in the
ACC...”
Lewis Clinch

Freshman guard

dunk gave Tech a four-point lead.
The lead didn’t last long, however.
Two minutes after West’s dunk, N.C.
State’s Tony Bethel hit a three-point
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Over the course of the rest of the
game, the Panthers earned their way
back into the game with the help of a
six-run fourth inning surge. An error
by Michael Fisher on a ground ball
hit by Eric Suttle allowed the inning
to continue giving the Panthers the
opportunity to pick up two more
runs on a two-run home run by their
third baseman Nick McEntyre. This
brought GSU to within two runs of
Tech, 8-6.
“We got a big lead and didn’t do
a very good job of keeping the lead.
We are giving people too many extra
outs. We had an error at shortstop
that would have ended an inning
that ended up costing us a few runs,”
Hall said.
The key runs to seal the game
for the Jackets came in the bottom
of the sixth inning when freshman
Luke Murton hit a two-RBI single

down the left ﬁeld line to put the
game up to 11-7.
David Duncan pitched 2 1/3
innings, giving up four hits and
two earned runs which was good
enough for him to pick up the victory. Junior Tim Gustafson made
his second relief appearance of the
season. He came in the game in the
seventh inning, pitched a scoreless
eighth and then closed the game in
the ninth.
“Wieters was catching, and we
just felt like Gustafson was pitching really well. If they would have
gotten one more guy on base, then
we would have possibly gotten him
lose and then put him in to pitch,”
Hall said.
The Jackets will play their next
game today at 4 p.m. against the
Kennesaw State Owls. The probable
starter for the game will be Wood.

shot to give the Wolfpack their ﬁrst
lead of the second half. Fortunately
for the Jackets, that would be the
Wolfpack’s last lead of the game.
On the other end of the court,
Clinch assisted Morrow on another
Jacket three. On the very next play,
Engin Atsur lost the ball to Morrow,
who then turned around and assisted
Clinch on a lay-up.
The teams traded baskets all the
way down to the wire until with
15 seconds left Morrow missed a
shot with no time on the shot clock
buzzer to give the ball back to N.C.
State. The Wolfpack drove the ball
down the court, but Bennerman
missed a three with ﬁve seconds
left, and the clock expired before
N.C. State could attempt another
game-tying shot.
“They [N.C. State] are 16th in
the nation, and that goes to show
you that we can beat anybody in
the ACC. All the games that we’ve

played, we might have gotten beat
by a large number in the end, but we
were leading or right there in the ﬁrst
half, but we played sluggish in the
second half. So this game we pushed
ourselves to play hard the ﬁrst ﬁve
minutes of the second half and get
over the hump,” Clinch said. The
win is just the third conference win
for the Jackets.
Earlier in the week, the Jackets
traveled to Tallahassee to take on
the Florida State Seminoles in ACC
play. The story of the game though
was 91 seconds. The ﬁnal 91 seconds
of the game, in which neither side
could score a single basket.
The Seminoles had just one lead
in the second half, and it came with
91 seconds left after Andrew Wilson
hit a three to cap oﬀ the Seminoles
scoring charge. Tech managed to
score just nine points to Florida
State’s 24 in the ﬁnal nine minutes
of the game.

Vice President
Division of Student Affairs

The Division of Student Affairs Announces

The Alvin M. Ferst
Leadership and Entrepreneur Award for 2006
The $2,500 award goes to a junior or senior with at least a
2.5 GPA who has demonstrated extraordinary leadership
and/or entrepreneurial skills while at Tech.
Applications have been sent to all schools. Applications for
nomination by faculty, staff, and students are also available at
the ofﬁce of the Vice President of Student Affairs and have also
been sent to Deans and Directors. They must be returned to the
ofﬁce of the Vice President of Student Affairs,
I/O: HO-12811c
Smithgall Student Services Building, Room 210,
Insert: 360 Youth
by Wednesday, March(New
13, 2006
York)

Color:

The ideal candidate would be a person ofSize:
vision;5.81
a driving
x 7 force to
create a business or organization; an inspiration
to
others
to reach their
Date: 1/30/06
potential; a leader with the ability to anticipate future needs; an optimist
Artist: rh
about ﬁnding solutions; and a man or woman of character who says,
V: 1
“Why not?” not “why?”

Voted “Finest Restaurant”
by Atlanta Sunday Paper

BUSINESS
ANALYSIS/CONSULTANCY
CONTRACTING &
PROCUREMENT
FINANCE
HUMAN RESOURCES
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
SALES & MARKETING
SUPPLY & DISTRIBUTION
TRADING
GEOLOGY/GEOPHYSICS
PETROPHYSICS
PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY
PRODUCT/PROCESS RESEARCH

With the wind behind you and
open space ahead, there’s no
limit to the possible directions
your career could take. And at
Shell, we’ll support you all
the way.
Our approach is collaborative –
matching our business needs
with your training needs, our
global opportunities with your
career aspirations. We aim to
build a win-win partnership
between you and Shell.

ENGINEERING:
RESERVOIR/PETROLEUM
WELL
PRODUCTION
PROCESS
ASSET MAINTENANCE
PROJECT/FACILITIES
DISCIPLINE

Explore it

There’s a wider world
out there

Right from the start, you’ll be
making a valuable contribution
to exciting projects. Your ideas
will be taken on board, your talent
recognized and achievements
rewarded.
So if you want to achieve more
in your career, get together with
Shell. You can make your online
application right now – just visit
our career website.
Shell is an Equal Opportunity Employer

www.shell.com/careers
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Softball drops two to Tigers, rebounds with UTC
By Matt Watkins
Contributing Writer

After dropping two of three games
in their opening weekend against
Missouri, the Jackets softball team,
ranked No. 24 in the ESPN.com/
USA Softball Collegiate preseason
poll, swept the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga in a doubleheader
on Wednesday, earning head coach
Ehren Earleywine’s 100th career
victory at Tech.
“UTC is always competitive and
we don’t take them lightly. We will
have to play good defense if we want
to be in a position to win both games
tomorrow,” Earleywine said before
Wednesday’s games, as reported by
ramblinwreck.com.
The Jackets responded with two
solid eﬀorts on the road.
The ﬁrst game of Wednesday’s
doubleheader went to the Jackets
7-2, marking Earleywine’s 100th

victory as Tech’s head coach. Tech
shortstop Christine Sheridan and
outﬁelder Caitlin Lever each drove
in three runs, allowing the Jackets to
overcome an early 1-0 UTC lead and
pull away for the victory. Whitney
Humphreys improved her record to
2-0 after working ﬁve strong innings,
allowing only two earned runs on
two hits while striking out seven.
In the second game of the doubleheader, Tech defeated UTC 7-1. Led
by Savannah Brown’s solo homer,
the Jackets took a ﬁrst inning 5-1
lead and never looked back. Kristina
Hull and Kacey Ivey both contributed to the Tech eﬀort with an RBI
each. Jacket pitchers Sarah Wood
and Lacey Richardson combined
to allow only one unearned run in
seven innings. Wood was credited
with the win after allowing only two
hits and striking out six batters in
four innings.
Last weekend, the No. 24 ranked

Jackets opened the season with a
three-game series against No. 18
Missouri at home. The ﬁrst game of
the Friday doubleheader featured a
ﬁerce comeback by the Jackets after
Missouri, led by a two-run homerun
by Janessa Roening, scored the ﬁrst

“Right now one of
our biggest strengths
is our power
hitters.”
Amy Hosier

Senior Outﬁelder

ﬁve runs of the game. The Tech comeback included a three-run homerun
by freshman Whitney Haller, the
ﬁrst of her career, as well as a four
RBI performance by senior Christine

Sheridan. Blair Shimandle, Aileen
Morales, Brown and Amy Hosier
each drove in a run to contribute to
the victory. Sophomore Whitney
Humphreys pitched 5.2 innings
in relief of starter Sarah Wood.
Humphreys allowed two runs on
six hits and struck out ﬁve Tigers
in collecting her ﬁrst win of the
young season.
“Right now one of our biggest
strengths is our power hitters. We
have a lot of power, and we have a
lot of speed on the bases,” Hosier
said.
The second game of the doubleheader featured a home run barrage
by Missouri, including two blasts by
Amanda Renth and one homerun
each from Micaela Minner and Jaci
Schuyler en route to an 8-5 Tiger
victory.
The Jackets built a 5-3 lead on
RBIs from Caitlin Lever, Blair Shimandle, Stephanie Butler and Kacey

Ivey, along with a run courtesy of a
wild pitch by Missouri. However,
Missouri’s homerun-ﬁlled ﬁnal inning propelled them to victory.
Saturday, the Jackets and Tigers
met in the rubber match of the three
game series, with Missouri walking
away with the win by a score of 9-3.
Roening led the Tigers with a threerun homer. The Jackets were led by
Hosier’s two RBIs along with one
RBI from Brown. Haller suﬀered
her ﬁrst loss of the season, allowing
seven earned runs on nine hits in
four innings of work.
The nationally ranked Tigers took
the series, but Morales mentioned
the importance of playing against
tough competition.
“You are only going to gain from
playing games like that, even if you
lose. There’s so much more added
to these types of games, because
people know them nationally,”
Morales said.

sliver

www.nique.net/sliver

PHASE 2
Sports Offered
��
��
��
��

Softball
4 on 4 Flag Football
3 on 3 Hoops
Team Dodgeball

Captain's Meeting
February 20th 6:00pm
Tennenbaum Auditorium
Online Registration
February 21st
8am February 22nd
12pm
Payment due by 12pm on the 22nd

Late Registration

(For those who do NOT attend the Captain’s Meeting)

February 22nd

1pm - 5pm

First Day of Play
March 15th

Questions?
Call the Intramural Office at
(404) 894-9984
www.crc.gatech.edu/IM

Georgia Tech Intramurals�� Campus Recreation Center�� 750 Ferst Drive�� (404) 894-9984

Hey, sweetie: I know you
will know this one is for you~
Happy bithday. Your another
love.
Keep your whoring hands oﬀ
my man!
G-G-G-G-UNIT
Me Encanta!?? Speak some
dogone Anglish Mac Donalds.
Why does Georgia Tech care
so much about having fresh
pine straw all over the place?
Maybe just so people can
spend the next month blowing it oﬀ all the sidewalks.
“Thirty is like thirty”
______baumberger
PorNation is just a bunch
of church boys aﬀraid of
boobies
SGA ﬁnally failed a bill! what
progress!!
Allie says happy birthday!!
salad is deﬁnantly the best
midnight snack
Boba Fett? Boba Fett where?
jack bauer and chuck norris
once got into a ﬁght. you may
remember it as WWI
i kinda like the b-ball refs. it
give me another thing to hate
about tech.
b-ball is really on a role now.
what is it now, 1 straight?
HEY ROOMATE! stop
making me hate you!
tyler likes tech
is it easy to switch from
CompE to Architecture? i
sure hope so
Please do not sodomize me
with the poofy thing.
NO ONE SHOOTS AT
SANTA CLAUS
newsﬂash: our football teams
SUX! some1 go recruit that
kid who kicks @ 2 am in the
burger bowl
/end sarcasm
choklit fountains=girls with
fat @sses but I like big butts
it should be made illegal for
there to be PDA on or around
Skiles walkway/stairs
Does the new dev sliver thing
work?
If you submitted that from
there, then yes, I would
venture so.
Attack of the Jamie-cam! Ahhhhhh!!!!
I <3 Caboose!
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Track teams prepare for ACC indoors sports
shorts
performance last Friday. “Andy was
throwing his best,” he said. “I am
very excited about our team. We have
some new and young members.”
Powlen said he will continue to
practice and lift weights. “I will be
ready [for our next meet]. I just need
to get in my usual groove.”
Nigel Orr also competed Friday,
marking 22 feet, 4.25 inches in the
men’s long jump. He also marked
48 feet, 10 inches in the triple jump,
ﬁnishing third in the event.
On Saturday, All-ACC jumper
Jerome Miller ﬁnished third in the
men’s high jump competition by
clearing the bar at 6 feet, 9.5 inches,
and Juan Cave marked 6 feet, 7.5
inches to ﬁnish fourth.
Eric Massey marked 60 feet,
10.5 inches in the weight throw to
ﬁnish third.
In the pole vault competition,
Chase Sasser and Danny Giglio
ﬁnished ﬁfth with 15 feet, 1 inch
and sixth with 14 feet, 1.25 inches,
respectively.
Matt DiDia ﬁnished sixth in
the men’s 400-meter with a time
of 50.49 seconds. Nazar Trilisky
clocked 4:26.77 in the men’s mile
and ﬁnished in eighth place.
Brandon Duckett ﬁnished 10th
with a time of 22.59 seconds in the
200-meter dash and a 13th place
time of 50.97 seconds in the 400
meters.

By Jamie Howell/ STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Sophomore distance runner Nazar Trilisky ﬁnished eighth place in the
men’s mile at the Tiger Classic at Clemson with a time of 4:26.77.
By Randy Darnowsky
Contributing Writer

The Tech men’s and women’s
track teams competed last weekend
at the Tiger Classic in Clemson, S.C.
This was the ﬁnal indoor meet before
the ACC indoor tournament.

Men’s Competition
Redshirt freshman Andy Powlen
led the men’s track and ﬁeld team
Friday with a personal record of
56 feet, 4.75 inches in the shot put
competition.
Allen Bradd, the men’s throws
coach, was impressed by Powlen’s

Come to our meetings! Eat free pizza!
(And write for us, too!)

Women’s Competition
On Friday, All-American Andriane Lapsley ran the women’s
60-meter dash for a personal record
of 7.39 seconds. Also, Fatmata
Fofanah ran the women’s 60-meter
high hurdles for a career record of
8.27 seconds.
Three Jackets competed in the
women’s 60-meter dash on Saturday.
Lapsley was the top ﬁnisher for Tech,
coming in third place with a time
of 7.50 seconds. Antoinetta McKay
ﬁnished with a time of 7.71 seconds,

placing ninth while Tenisha Griggs
ﬁnished 16th, running a time of
7.96 seconds.
Shantia Moss won the women’s
60-meter hurdles with a time of 8.35
seconds. Lapsley ﬁnished third with
a time of 8.52 seconds, while Fonfanah came in ﬁfth at 8.62 seconds.
Griggs placed 11th with a time of
8.84 seconds.
Lindsey Vincent ﬁnished ﬁfth
in the women’s 400 meters with a
time of 57.31 seconds. Ashley Keck
ﬁnished ninth in the women’s 800
meters with a time of 2:22.06.
Jewel Welch ﬁnished in second
place in the women’s shot put with
a career record of 45 feet and onefourth inch.
In the women’s long jump, Brandy
Depland ﬁnished third with a seasonbest mark of 19 feet, 6.25 inches,
and Vincent ﬁnished seventh with
a mark of 18 feet, 8 inches. Depland
also marked a distance of 43 feet,
one inch in the women’s triple jump
Saturday.
Mellany Stanislaus ﬁnished with
a mark of 39 feet, 4.5 inches in the
women’s triple jump and ﬁnished
in sixth place.
Kira Barcus ﬁnished fourth in
the women’s pole vault with a season
record-tying mark of 10 feet, 11.75
inches.
Camelia Andrews marked 5 feet,
2.25 inches in the women’s high
jump to ﬁnish eighth.
The next competition for the
Jackets will be at the Atlantic Coast
Conference Indoor Championships
Feb. 23-25 in Blacksburg, Va.
The outdoor track season begins
March 18 at the Springtime Invitational in Clemson, S.C.
The teams will get the chance
to perform in front of hometown
crowds at the Yellow Jacket Invitational on April 1, the Spec Towns
Invitational on April 8 and the Georgia Tech Invitational May 12 to 13 at
the George C. Griﬃn Track.

The women’s swimming and
diving team is currently competing in the ACC Championships in
College Park, Md. The meet began
on Wednesday and will continue
through tomorrow.
On Wednesday the 800 free
relay team set a season-best time of
7:33.35, an improvement of about
six seconds over their previous
season best.
The 200 medley team also swam
a season-best time of 1:45.33, which
beat their previous mark by more
than three seconds. The men will
compete in the ACC Championships
beginning next Wednesday.
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AquaJackets
compete at ACCs
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The women’s basketball team
fell to the N.C. State Wolfpack
last weekend, 65-53 in Raleigh.
Sophomore Chioma Nnamaka led
all scorers in the game with 19 points
for the Jackets. She tied a careerhigh by making ﬁve three-pointers
in the game. Sophomore guard Jill
Ingram contributed 11 points and
also grabbed six rebounds in the
defeat. The women look to climb out
of the cellar of the conference standings as they return home Sunday to
host Virginia Tech at 2:00 p.m. at
Alexander Memorial Coliseum.
Former Tech player and Tech’s
all-time women’s scoring leader,
Kisha Ford will represent Tech as the
Jacket’s ACC Women’s Basketball
Legend at the 2006 ACC women’s
basketball tournament during the
ﬁrst week of March.
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Tuesdays @ 7 p.m. Flag Building, room 137
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Womenʼs hoops
falls in Raleigh
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FOR MORE INFO:
1-800-GO-GUARD
www.1-800-GO-GUARD.com/SB
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Miller reﬂects on past, sets lofty season goals

By Christopher Gooley/ STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Sophomore Kristi Miller prepares to serve. Miller is the top singles
player for the women’s tennis, which is ranked No. 7 nationally.
By William Bretherton
Staﬀ Writer

Sophomore Kristi Miller has
already made quite a name for herself on campus and is now gaining
recognition on the national level.
The All-American has accomplished
more in just over a year than most

players do in four years of college.
As a key member of last year’s team
that advanced to the Sweet 16 of the
NCAA tournament, Miller helped
lead the Jackets to the highest level
in team history.
Among Miller’s many other accomplishments, she was invited as
a wild card player to the 2005 U.S.

Open. The journey to the U.S. Open
was an interesting one for Miller.
“You can apply for a wild card
through the USTA. I [became]
good friends with Megan Bradley
who was the number one player in
college tennis last year [playing] at
the University of Miami. We didn’t
really know each other on a personal
level until this summer. They put
us together as a doubles pair at the
tournament in the Bronx. We won
our ﬁrst round, and then lost to a
seeded team in the next round. A
couple of weeks later, Megan was
playing in the singles tournament
at the U.S. Open as well. She was
already there, and called me to come
up and play in the U.S. Open because
there was a chance that they could
get a wild card to play in the doubles
tournament,” Miller said.
When she arrived in Flushing,
N.Y. for the tournament, the crowds
were funneling into New York in anticipation of exciting championship
matches. While bigger crowds came
to see the matches that would lead
up to the ﬁnals on Sunday, Miller
and Bradley still played in front of
an impressive venue.
“We had a lot of support. There
were no real traditional college teams
in the tournament. We won our ﬁrst
round, which was amazing. It was
exciting to warm up on those courts
and have people watching you warm
up and ask for autographs.”
In the ﬁrst round, Miller and
Bradley went up against the doubles pair of Catalina Castano of
Columbia and Laura Pous Tio of
Spain. Miller and Bradley won the
ﬁrst round match 6-4, 6-2. In the
second round, things became far
more diﬃcult. They were defeated
in straight sets 2-6, 3-6 by the No.
8 pair of Corina Morariu from the
U.S. and Patty Schneider from
Switzerland.
For the tournament Miller obtained a guest pass, which allowed

her to watch the remaining matches
including the epic match between
James Blake and Rafael Nadal that
occurred at last year’s Open. She was
also able to meet many professionals
like Todd Martin (a former pro) and
Anastasia Myskina (currently ranked
No. 11 in the world by the WTA)
among others.
Miller, a native of Marysville,
Mich., started playing tennis when
she was four years old. Her mother, a
former college tennis player, taught
her the game at an early age. By the
time she was eight years old, she had
started playing tennis competitively.
Soon tennis took her beyond the
Wolverine state.

“I wanted to go to
a school that was
great in academics
and would allow
me to be the best I
could be in tennis.”
Kristi Miller

Sophomore Tennis Player

“I played some local tournaments
when I was seven and eight years
old. As early as nine I was playing
regional tournaments in southern
Michigan. We had tournaments
all over the Detroit area. Most of
the club tournaments were in areas
surrounding Detroit. I started playing Midwest tournaments when I
was nine and ten years old. By the
time I was twelve, I was in national
tournaments.”
During her freshman year, her
father encouraged to start looking
at colleges to attend. While traveling around playing tennis, she fell
in love with colleges in the south,
where it was warmer, which allows
for more outdoor games, and also

had well-established collegiate tennis
programs. Among the schools she
considered were Florida, Georgia,
North Carolina, Wake Forest and
Tech.
“I just knew that I wanted to play
outdoors a lot more and enjoy the
weather. I got sick of the weather in
Michigan. A lot of the good tennis
schools are in the south as well, which
made the decision easier. From looking at colleges, I wanted to go to a
school that was great in academics
and would allow me to be the best
I could be in tennis.”
As valedictorian at Marysville
High School in 2004, Miller is majoring in International Aﬀairs. Miller
holds the school record for the most
singles and doubles wins in a single
season, and she was named last year’s
ACC Rookie of the Year.
Last season the team played many
close matches and often had to battle
from behind against highly ranked
opponents like Georgia and Miami.
The team was also able to win the
ACC tournament, but the biggest
moment for Miller came against
Texas in the Sweet 16.
“The high point and low point of
last year was losing to Texas in the
Sweet 16 at Athens. We had more fans
there than even UGA did. I lost the
deciding match 6-4 in the third set. I
will never forget the crowd chanting
“Yellow!...Jackets!” It was my ﬁrst
chance to clinch a match for the team.
I had gotten down in the ﬁrst set, and
came back which made it feel like I
was going to win. I was able to put
it all on the line, and have everyone
out there watching me.”
While disappointed with the
way that match turned out, Miller
has a chance to improve on her
performance this season to reach her
goals of becoming an All-American
in both singles and doubles, as well
as winning nationals in singles to
get an automatic bid into the U.S.
Open.

The Technique:

A great way to...

Make new friends, build your resume, improve
your writing, get free food...and more!
85 Fifth Street, Suite C
(Located in Technology Square)
Atlanta, GA 30308
Phone: 404-541-9940

Open seven days a week:
11am - 9pm

Come try our fresh burritos, tacos, quesadillas,
nachos, fajitas, salads, and more!
Organizations, fraternities, and sororities:
Catering services available!
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club team,” Wallace said.
This is Presbyterian’s ﬁrst year
in NCAA D-II competition.
A fter
forming
a club
team in
2004,
Presbyterian
opens their season
today as a member
of the Deep South
Conference.
Tech outscored
Presbyterian 11-1 in the
ﬁrst half and then 7-3 in
the second half to gain
the 18-4 victory. Tech
saw ten players score
during the game with
Wiedeman and Simmons leading the
oﬀense with three
goals each. Del
Pozzo, Wallace,
Simmer, and
Ianelli added
two goals each
with Garman,
Johnson, Wilson
and Swelgin each contributing one
goal.
The Jackets look to win the
Southeastern Lacrosse Conference
championship for the second time
in three years this season.
“We got the Southeastern championship [at the end of the season].
[Our goal] is to win those each year,”
said Babock.
The national championship is also
a goal the Jackets look to attain.

“[Winning] the national championship is really one of our goals,”
Wallace said.
Tech’s next game comes against
Vanderbilt in Nashville on Feb
18. The
team’s
next
home
matches
a re Feb.
24, 25,
and 26,
as the
team
hosts
t h e
Southern
Shootout.
In that
tournament
Michigan
State, Florida
State, and Texas A&M will face
Tech.
“We got three really
good teams coming at us.
They’ll be pretty tough competition,” Babock said.
Meanwhile the women’s lacrosse team begins their season
tomorrow at a tournament in Louisville, Ky. against Missouri. Tech will
also face the University of Buﬀalo
and Vanderbilt this weekend. The
women’s ﬁrst home game is Feb. 25
against Florida State.
The women’s club lacrosse team
competes in the Southeastern
Women’s Lacrosse League, which
is composed of 12 club teams from
schools located in the Southeast.
Florida St., Florida and Georgia are
all SWLL members.

Eagles

from page 32

up his ﬁrst win of the season.
Tech’s bats were led by notable
performances from senior left ﬁelder
Steven Blackwood and junior ﬁrst
baseman Whit Robbins. Blackwood
was ﬁve for seven in plate appearances. He had three walks, two hits,
and three RBIs. Robbins was 3-5 at
the plate, with three hits, three RBIs
and no walks.
The game itself started oﬀ with
Tech getting two runs oﬀ of an
RBI double by Jeﬀ Kindel. Georgia
Southern responded in the bottom
half of the ﬁrst by picking up a run
oﬀ of a single by their right ﬁelder
Greg Dowling.
The game would continue seesawing back and forth. Tech would
put a few runs on the scoreboard,
and then Georgia Southern would
respond by putting up a few more
to make it a game. Tech had its
biggest output of oﬀense in the top
of the eighth when the Eagle pitching walked the bases loaded with
one out. Two runs were scored on
ground outs, while the third in the
inning was scored on an RBI single
by Robbins.
The Eagles responded in the bottom half of the inning by picking up
four runs of their own. However,
sophomore closer Matt Wieters came
in and slammed the door shut on the
game, sealing a 13-9 victory.
Sunday
Sunday’s game saw junior Lee
Hyde start the game for the Jackets.
He would get plenty of run support in
the early going, as the Jackets scored
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nine runs in the ﬁrst three innings of
play. Kindel and Wes Hodges each
homered in the ﬁrst three innings of
the game to help power the Jackets
to a nine run early lead.
“The rain and the cold didn’t
aﬀect us too much. I was kind of
pissed oﬀ that they walked Hodges
on a 3-1 count in front of me to pitch
to me on my ﬁrst at-bat. It kind of
motivated me for the rest of the game.
It also felt good to get my ﬁrst home
run of the year out of the way in the
second game,” Kindel said.
The Eagles responded in the bottom half of the inning by picking
up two runs. After having a high
pitch count over 2 1/3 innings,
Head Coach Danny Hall gave him
the hook due to having a high pitch
count and brought in junior reliever
Jared Hyatt.
The Jackets would be unable
to muster any more runs for the
next two innings. Meanwhile, the
Eagles clawed for three more runs
to make it a 9-5 ball game. The
Jackets responded in the top of the
sixth inning by putting up a three
spot on the scoreboard, courtesy of
a Robbins’s three-run bomb over the
right ﬁeld wall.
The combination of Tim Ladd,
Brad Rulon and Chris Hicks ﬁnished
oﬀ the game for the Jackets allowing
only two more runs to come across for
the Eagles. Rulon would get credit for
the victory. The Jackets would tally
three more insurance runs in the top
of the ninth inning to cap oﬀ a 15-7
victory over Georgia Southern. Tech
has now won twenty straight games
See Beesball, page 27

bythe
numbers
9
The number of errors the baseball
team has committed through the ﬁrst
three games of the season. These nine
errors have led to opponents scoring
10 unearned runs so far this season.
The Jackets averaged only 1.3 errors
per game in 2005.

0-8
The men’s basketball team’s record on the road this year. Tech has
yet to win a game in an opponent’s
gym as they are 0-8 on the road. The
most recent loss on the road came
Wednesday at North Carolina. The
Jackets lost despite having a 13-point
lead at halftime. Last season the
Jackets ﬁnished 4-6 on the road.

3
The number of Jacket golfers
that ﬁnished in the top ﬁve at the
University of Hawaii-Hilo Intercollegiate golf tournament. The Jackets
were led by Cameron Tringale (1st),
Kevin Larsen (4th), and Roberto
Castro (5th).

Applications for Editor-in-Chief
are now available for Georgia Tech’s ﬁve student publications.
Qualiﬁed candidates may either pick up an application in Room 137 of the Student Services building
or download an application at www.nique.net/editor.
E-mail rosemary.wells@vpss.gatech.edu with questions.
Positions available include Editor-in-Chief of the following publications:
• Blueprint, the yearbook
• Erato, the literary magazine
• North Avenue Review, the open forum magazine
• T-Book, the online survival guide
• Technique, the newspaper
Completed applications must be returned to the Student Publications oﬃce by
Monday, March 6 at 5:00 p.m.
To download the application, visit

www.nique.net/editor
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Men’s lacrosse crushes
opponents to open season

By Jamie Howell/ STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Sophomore midﬁelder Garrett Simmer (12) and senior midﬁelder
Bryan Garman (28) help Tech win two matches last weekend.

two goals. The ﬁrst half scoring was
ﬁnished out by Carl Wilson, En
Simmons, Bryan Garman and Colin
The lacrosse club team started out Johnson scoring one goal each.
The Tech defense also ﬁnished
the 2006 season last weekend by going 2-0, winning their two matches the ﬁrst half out strong. The defense
allowed only one goal as Babcock had
in a dominant fashion.
On Sunday Tech beat South seven saves in the ﬁrst half.
The second half saw Tech conCarolina by a score of 20-2, and
in the season opener on Saturday tinue their good play as they outTech beat Presbyterian College by scored the Gamecocks 8-1. Derrek
Wiedeman led the oﬀense in the
a score of 18-4.
In Sunday’s match, Tech domi- second half with four goals, while
Simmer added in
nated both oftwo goals. Brian
fensively and
Kobbler, Eric
defensively as
“A lot of the
Crawshaw, John
they beat South
freshmen stepped
Ia nelli, Matt
Carolina. On
Crabtree Garof fen se, t he
up. Our freshman
man and JohnJackets used
recruits this year
son rounded out
good ball movethe second half
ment and early
have probably been
scoring one goal
scoring to take
the best we’ve ever
each.
the win over the
The defense
Gamecocks.
had.”
also kept up the
“Offengood play by givsively, we just
Collin Wallace
ing up just one
dominated,” juJunior Midﬁelder
goal, with goalnior midﬁelder
ies Babock and
Collin Wallace
Cusick each having ﬁve saves.
said.
Tech also saw ﬁve freshmen score
The defense also played excellent, only allowing just two goals, in the game on Sunday.
“A lot of the freshmen stepped
with goalies Andrew Babock and
Steve Cusick having a combined up. Our freshman recruits this year
have probably been the best we’ve
17 saves.
“[Our goal] is to talk on defense. ever had,” Wallace said.
In Saturday’s game, Tech opened
[We need] to clear the ball so our
oﬀense can just take over,” Babock up the season with a decisive win
over Presbyterian College.
said.
“[Presbyterian] is [an NCAA]
The ﬁrst half saw Tech score 12
goals by seven diﬀerent players. Alex D-II program, so it was a good opDel Pozzo led the oﬀense in the ﬁrst portunity to show oﬀ our skills as a
half with four goals, with Wallace
and Garrett Simmer each adding
See Lax, page 31
By Matthew Winkler
Contributing Writer
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TRACK PREPARES FOR ACCS

The track and ﬁeld teams have completed
their last indoor meet of the regular season.
Read how the team did. Page 29

HIGH HOSTS FAMILY EXHIBIT
The High Museum recently hosted a
family event called “Celebrate Architecture.” Read about the activities. Page 11

Tech tops ʻPack, falls to UNC
By Akshay Amaraneni
Contributing Writer

When the Jackets took a 20-point
lead Wednesday night in Chapel
Hill, things seemed too easy, as if
something had to give. Enter Tyler
Hansbrough. The freshman phenom
from Poplar Bluﬀ, Mo. scored 40
points and pulled in ten rebounds
in a game that saw the Jackets blow
a 13-point halftime lead.
The fact that Tech had more fouls
in this game than in any other this
season meant it was tough to keep
proper pressure on the Tar Heels,
who won the game 82-75.
Another important stat of the
game is this: 9-10 and 0-9. That’s
Tech’s three-point shooting each
half. The Jackets netted their ﬁrst
nine three-point shots to start the
game, before Morrow missed one at
the end of the ﬁrst half. It seemed as
if the missed shot was a bad omen,
as Morrow went zero for four in the
second half, and the resst of the team
went just 3-11.
Hansbrough’s 40 points is not
only a UNC freshman record, it is
also the single-game record for the
Dean Smith Center.
Morrow led the Jackets with 22
points for the game, but just four
of his points came in the second
half. Frederick had 15 points oﬀ the
bench and Ra’Sean Dickey scored
13 points.
UNC did not get any help behind
the line as they hit just three of 15,
but they abandoned the three long
before they realized it would not help.
The Jackets got into dangerous foul
trouble early as they tried to pressure
North Carolina.Just six minutes
into the ﬁrst half, UNC was already
in the bonus as Tech racked up six
fouls quickly. Tech ended the ﬁrst
half with 16 fouls, the same amount
as UNC had the entire game. The
referees didn’t allow the Jackets to
get away with anything. It was six
minutes into the second half as well
when the Jackets had already committed six fouls.
The Heels converted just 23 of
their possible 35 free throws though.
But the opportunity to stay in a game

By Jamie Howell/ STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Junior guard Mario West drives and dunks over the No. 16 N.C. State
Wolfpack defense last Sunday, as Tech won 71-68 at home.

that they were out of very quickly
shows the resilience of their team.
Tech’s 20 turnovers certainly
plagued the team. More than anything that led to the Jackets loss was
the amount of unforced errors that
could have been avoided.
North Carolina’s young team
outshined Tech’s young team at the
Dean Smith Center, where Tech
hasn’t won since 1996.

N.C. State
Alexander Memorial Coliseum
ﬁnally saw its 500th win as the
Yellow Jackets showed they could
play with the best of the ACC, taking out former No. 16 N.C. State
71-68. Tech also ended their ﬁrst
eight-game losing-streak in 25 years
with the win. This game marked
See ʻPack, page 27

Beesball opens with wins
By William Bretherton
Staﬀ Writer

The Jacket baseball team started
the season this past weekend in
Statesboro with two victories against
the Eagles of Georgia Southern. On
Saturday, Tech won 13-9 on a cold
and wet afternoon. On Sunday, the
Jackets won 15-7. Obviously, there
was no shortage of oﬀense on either
side during the weekend.
Saturday
The ﬁrst game was delayed due to
rain earlier in the morning. When the
game did start, it was junior Blake
Wood on the mound. Wood went
ﬁve innings, giving up four earned
runs, seven hits, and one walk. He
also struck out six batters. He picked
See Eagles, page 31

By Ariel Bravy/ STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Junior ﬁrst baseman Whit Robbins made an impact with his bat on
Wednesday by homering and driving in six RBIs as Tech won 11-9.

